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Neural Networks And its Application in Robotics

Anand Thakur, Prof.Lalit R.Chaudhari ,
Department of Instrumentation Engineering, DYPIET, Pimpri, Pune-18

This topic covers a brief overview of Neural Net-
works with their introduction, history and the
purposes of their use. Apart from this it also

covers basic steps in using Neural Networks, architec-
ture of Neural Networks and Neural Networks versus
conventional computers concept.This seminar topic
specially covers the Artificial Neural Networks with
its principle, representation and methods of their use.
The applications of Artificial Neural Networks are
flight control, development system, hardware acceler-
ators and dedicated neural processors.Other applica-
tions of Neural Networks are Robot control, Mobile
robots, Sensor based control, Neural Networks in the
field of medicine, business etc. All these applications
have been explained in detail under this topic.An im-
portant area of application of Neural Networks is in
the field of Robotics. Usually, these networks are de-
signed to direct a manipulator, which is the important
form of the industrial robot, to grasp objects, based
on sensor data. Other applications include the steer-
ing and path planning of autonomous robot vehicles.

Prosthetic hand, Degrees of freedom (DoFs)

1 Introduction to neural networks

1.1 What is a Neural Network?

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an information
processing paradigm that is inspired by the way biological
nervous systems, such as the brain, process information.
The key element of this paradigm is the novel structure
of the information processing system. It is composed
of a large number of highly interconnected processing
elements (neurones) working in unison to solve specific
problems. ANNs, like people, learn by example. An
ANN is configured for a specific application, such as pat-
tern recognition or data classification, through a learning
process. Learning in biological systems involves adjust-
ments to the synaptic connections that exist between the
neurones. This is true of ANNs as well.Artificial Neural

Networks (ANN’s) are based on the operation of the brain.
Within the brain, an individual neuron receives electrical
signals from other neurons and adjoining cells that travel
up a host of dendrites into the cell body (nucleus) - see
Figure If the sum of all the inputs into the cell nucleus
(both positive [excitory] and negative [inhibitory]) exceed
a certain threshold then a spike or pulse of energy is trans-
mitted along the cell axon (cell output). The end of the
axon splits into thousands of branches which connect to
the dentrites of adjacent neurons and other cells.

Figure 1: Simplified Biological Neuron

1.2 Historical background

Neural network simulations appear to be a recent devel-
opment. However, this field was established before the
advent of computers, and has survived at least one major
setback and several eras. Many important advances have
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been boosted by the use of inexpensive computer emula-
tions. Following an initial period of enthusiasm, the field
survived a period of frustration and disrepute. During
this period when funding and professional support was
minimal, important advances were made by relatively few
researchers. These pioneers were able to develop convinc-
ing technology which surpassed the limitations identified
by Minsky and Papert. Minsky and Papert, published
a book (in 1969) in which they summed up a general
feeling of frustration (against neural networks) among
researchers, and was thus accepted by most without fur-
ther analysis. Currently, the neural network field enjoys
a resurgence of interest and a corresponding increase in
funding. The first artificial neuron was produced in 1943
by the neurophysiologist Warren McCulloch and the logi-
cian Walter Pits. But the technology available at that time
did not allow them to do too much.

1.3 Why use neural networks?

Neural networks, with their remarkable ability to derive
meaning from complicated or imprecise data, can be used
to extract patterns and detect trends that are too complex
to be noticed by either humans or other computer tech-
niques. A trained neural network can be thought of as
an ”expert” in the category of information it has been
given to analyze. This expert can then be used to provide
projections given new situations of interest and answer
”what if“question. Other advantages include:

• Adaptive learning: An ability to learn how to do
tasks based on the data given for training or initial
experience.

• Self-Organization: An ANN can create its own or-
ganization or representation of the information it
receives during learning time.

• Real Time Operation: ANN computations may be
carried out in parallel, and special hardware devices
are being designed and manufactured which take
advantage of this capability.

• Fault Tolerance via Redundant Information Coding:
Partial destruction of a network leads to the cor-
responding degradation of performance. However,
some network capabilities may be retained even with
major network damage.

1.4 Neural networks versus conventional
computers

Neural networks take a different approach to problem
solving than that of conventional computers. Conven-
tional computers use an algorithmic approach i.e. the

computer follows a set of instructions in order to solve
a problem. Unless the specific steps that the computer
needs to follow are known the computer cannot solve the
problem. That restricts the problem solving capability
of conventional computers to problems that we already
understand and know how to solve. But computers would
be so much more useful if they could do things that we
don’t exactly know how to do. Neural networks process
information in a similar way the human brain does. The
network is composed of a large number of highly inter-
connected processing elements (neurones) working in par-
allel to solve a specific problem. Neural networks learn
by example. They cannot be programmed to perform a
specific task. The examples must be selected carefully
otherwise useful time is wasted or even worse the net-
work might be functioning incorrectly. The disadvantage
is that because the network finds out how to solve the
problem by itself, its operation can be unpredictable. On
the other hand, conventional computers use a cognitive
approach to problem solving; the way the problem is to
solved must be known and stated in small unambiguous
instructions. These instructions are then converted to a
high level language program and then into machine code
that the computer can understand. These machines are
totally predictable; if anything goes wrong is due to a
software or hardware fault. Neural networks and conven-
tional algorithmic computers are not in competition but
complement each other. There are tasks are more suited
to an algorithmic approach like arithmetic operations and
tasks that are more suited to neural networks. Even more,
a large number of tasks, require systems that use a com-
bination of the two approaches (normally a conventional
computer is used to supervise the neural network) in or-
der to perform at maximum efficiency. Neural networks
do not perform miracles. But if used sensibly they can
produce some amazing results.

2 Neural Networks

2.1 How the Human Brain Learns?

Much is still unknown about how the brain trains itself
to process information, so theories abound. In the hu-
man brain, a typical neuron collects signals from others
through a host of fine structures called dendrites. The
neuron sends out spikes of electrical activity through a
long, thin stand known as an axon, which splits into thou-
sands of branches. At the end of each branch, a structure
called a synapse converts the activity from the axon into
electrical effects that inhibit or excite activity from the
axon into electrical effects that inhibit or excite activ-
ity in the connected neurones. When a neuron receives
excitatory input that is sufficiently large compared with

DYPIET Department of Instrumentation Engineering
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its inhibitory input, it sends a spike of electrical activity
down its axon. Learning occurs by changing the effective-
ness of the synapses so that the influence of one neuron
on another changes.

Figure 2: Components of a neuron

Figure 3: The synapse

2.2 From Human Neurones to Artificial
Neurones

We conduct these neural networks by first trying to de-
duce the essential features of neurones and their inter-
connections. We then typically program a computer to
simulate these features. However because our knowledge
of neurones is incomplete and our computing power is
limited, our models are necessarily gross idealizations of
real networks of neurones.

2.3 Representation of artificial neuron

The inputs into the neuron are shown as X0 – Xn with
weightings W0 – Wn applied to represent the varying

inhibitory and excitatory signals that travel down the den-
drites. Inside the neuron cell body (nucleus) these inputs
are summed and then a transfer function is applied to
produce a representative output, typically between 0 and
1 or -1 to +1. Individual neurons may be connected, via
their inputs and outputs, to a host of other neurons in a
variety of configurations to produce an artificial neural
network.

Figure 4: Representation of artificial neuron

In a Biological Neuron, there is a small gap between
the connections of connecting neurons. This is called the
Synaptic Cleft. There is a Post Synaptic Potential across
this gap with various neurotransmitters and receptors used
to transfer signals across. A simple illustration of this is
shown in Figure In 1949 Donald Hebb postulated the idea
of Hebbian learning which states that during learning the
neurons synaptic connection strengths are adjusted to in-
crease efficiency along the selected neural pathway. This
can be demonstrated by conditioning where a subject can
be taught to associate one event with another unrelated
event. For example Ivan Pavlov’s conditioning experi-
ments where dogs learnt to associate the sound of a bell
with the imminent arrival of food, thereby stimulating
the natural flow of saliva from the associated event (bell
ringing).

Artificial neurons can simulate learning by provid-
ing a feedback mechanism to adjust the individual input
weights. This is illustrated in Figure drawn below.

Classification Neural Network

2.4 Types of Artificial Neural Network

There are many different ways of connecting neurons to
create an Artificial Neural Network, however generally
there are 3 main types or categories. With reference to
Figure and from left to right, these are the Recurrent
network, the MultiLayer Perceptron network, and the

DYPIET Department of Instrumentation Engineering
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Figure 5: Simplified synaptic connection

Self Organized Feature Map. Each type has particular
tasks that they are best suited to.

2.4.1 Recurrent Network

Recurrent networks are generally closed model systems
where the inputs are applied to the network, and the indi-
vidual weightings between each neuron constantly adjusts
until a stable condition is met. An example of a recur-
rent network is the Hopfield network illustrated in Figure
These types of network are ideal for pattern association
and noise reduction / filtering systems. They are discussed
in more details.

Figure 6: Recurrent Neural Network (Hopfield)

2.4.2 MultiLayer Perceptron

The Multilayer Perceptron is the most common type of
Neural Network. The neurons are typically arranged in a
hierarchical set of layers. The input is fed from the Input
Neurons through a layer or more of Hidden Neurons, and
then Output at the Output Neuron layer. This is illus-
trated in Figure These networks can be used as single or

Figure 7: Multilayer Perceptron

multiple classifiers, and for time-series predictions. The
network learns by first applying training data to the input
of the network, and then comparing the output against
the expected value. Any errors can be fed back through
the network to adjust the individual neuron weightings.
Eventually the network will be trained, and should be able
to successfully cope with unknown data. The next few
parts of the documentation cover the theory and operation
of this type of network.

The MLP is the most common type of Artificial Neural
Network. It is typically used for single or multiple output
classification tasks as illustrated in Figure. The Neurons
in a MLP are normally arranged into a set of layers, an
Input layer*, one or more Hidden layers, and an Output
layer. Each Neuron in a layer has a direct connection
to each Neuron in the preceding layer. Each of these
connections has a Weighting value applied to it, which
determines the value of the signal along that connection.
The Neuron sums all its individual Inputs and then ap-
plies a non-linear function to scale the result (typically
to a value between 0 and 1 or between -1 and +1), and
then outputs this value to the next layer up. Successful

DYPIET Department of Instrumentation Engineering
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operation of a MLP usually involves three phases.

2.4.3 Self Organized Feature Map

Self Organized Feature Maps (SOFM) is self learning
networks that are generally used for clustering patterns
of data. The main advantage of this type of network
is that unlike other models (such as the MLP) they can
learn unsupervised. This means that input data is not
associated with any particular target pattern but rather
the network is left to cluster patterns or groups of data.
An example of a SOFM network is the Kohonen network
illustrated in Figure 3.4. The number of inputs into the
network represent the dimensions of the training data
i.e. how many features are defined (e.g. height, width,
weight etc), and the number of output (or cluster) neurons
represent the required number of cluster patterns. These
types of network are ideal for pattern association and
noise reduction / filtering systems. They are discussed in
more details.

Figure 8: Self Organized Feature Map (Kohonen)

3 Training of Neural network

Within the neural network there are various parameters
that decide how well the network will converge and op-
erate. Of particular importance are the Topography of
the network, especially the number of Hidden neurons
used. Other considerations include the initial weight and
bias values, the learning rate, the momentum value, and
the type of transfer function used. Any preprocessing of
the network input should be considered to ensure that the
priority and scale of the inputs is correct.

Figure 9: Weight Parameters

3.0.4 Topography and Hidden Neurons

Most networks require only 1 Hidden Layer. However, if
a problem is complex enough and is not solvable by one
Layer then 2 Hidden Layers may be needed. The disad-
vantages of multiple Hidden layers are in the complexity
of the error graph - and in particular the number and scale
of Local minima which makes it much harder to find the
Global minima. The number of Hidden Neurons affects
how well the network will respond to the input data. Too
few and the network is unable to learn and generalise, too
many and the network can learn all of the training data
exactly and not be able to generalise on new data it is fed
(over fitting). A common approach with a 3 layer MLP is
to use a rough pyramid shape, where the number of Hid-
den neurons is the square root of the sum of the Input and
Output neurons. This is shown in Figure below: So, we

Figure 10: Hidden Neurons

have 8 input neurons, 2 output neurons, and (8 ∗ 2)1/2
= 4 Hidden neurons. We must also ensure that there are
adequate training sets for the number of Hidden neurons
to avoid any over fitting. Generally, there should be at
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least 2 * the number of weighted connections (including
biases). For example, in Figure we have 46 connections
(40 weighted and 6 biases). Ideally the training set should
comprise a minimum of 92 training patterns. If there is a
shortage of training data, we can always use alternative
training methods, such as Leave - k –out.

3.0.5 Initial Weight and Bias values

The initial weight and bias values should be randomly
generated. A value of between 0 and 1 will ensure that
the neuron inputs are not magnified too much to affect
the performance of the transfer function. The Sigmoid
and TanH functions operate best in a small range. Values
over 10 (x-axis) tend to result in extremely small changes
in output (y-axis) and so training can take a lot longer for
the network to converge. Generally values between 0 and
1 seem to offer the best performance.

3.0.6 Learning Rate

The Learning Rate determines how big the individual
weight and bias changes are in relation to the network
error. Too large a learning rate and the network error will
oscillate widely and never converge. Conversely if the
learning rate is too small then the network will take a lot
longer to converge. Values of between 0.1 and 0.5 seem
to be generally standard.

3.0.7 Momentum

Momentum was covered in detail in but the choice of
value has a similar role to the learning rate. Again, large
values can mean the network error oscillates, whilst small
values can mean the network does not have sufficient
energy to escape any local minima. Values between 0.1
and 0.5 appear to be the norm. If the network model
suffers from local minima problems then adjusting the
momentum value may be the solution.

3.0.8 Transfer functions

Transfer functions were covered in but the choices are
endless and the overlying purpose of the network should
be the deciding factor. Common functions, such as the
Sigmoid Logistic and the TanH have been tried and tested
to produce good results but there are other models worth
investigating.

Conclusion

The ease of manufacturing of the components for one
hand was proven by having outside companies actually

produce the parts needed. It is clear that there are going to
soon be many more prosthetic hand options as more com-
panies decide to enter the market and produce competitive
hands. A lasting test platform has been developed which
will make programming and algorithm development have
real functional tests. With the commonly available hobby
and remote control industry components developed today,
there is less need to seek out the absolute top of the line
precision industrial components. In a large company there
is a standard way of designing and creating new systems,
and that mostly involves using the highest level of com-
ponents possible because the designers are not directly
paying for the research and development, nor do that care
much about the final cost of a high end item. When an
individual designs a new system, not working for a com-
pany, they are able to challenge traditional design and
manufacturing methods to produce an equivalent product
more quickly and easily.
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Automation In Power Distribution System

Swapnil Jadhav, Prof. Prashant B.Patel,
Department of Instrumentation Engineering, DYPIET, Pimpri, Pune-18

This paper describes the indigenous develop-
ment and implementation of a Power Distri-
bution Automation system at pilot level. Elec-

tric power distribution system is an important part
of electrical power systems in delivery of electricity
to consumers. Electric power utilities worldwide are
increasingly adopting the automation aided monitor-
ing, control and management of electric power dis-
tribution system to provide better services to electric
consumers. Therefore, research and development ac-
tivities worldwide are being carried out to automate
the electric power distribution system. This paper re-
ports the present and past status of the research and
development activities in the area of electric power
distribution automation both in developed as well
as in developing countries. Distribution automation
(DA) optimizes a utility’s operations and directly im-
proves the reliability of its distribution power sys-
tem. Adding targeted distribution automation capa-
bilities can be economical when they are an extension
of your existing SCADA investments and the commu-
nication infrastructure. With the latest in high speed
communication technology, there has never been a
better time for utilities to extend their automation
beyond the substation. The resulting ability to cus-
tomize control and automation logic will greatly en-
hance the flexibility and adaptability of automation
systems, speeding progress toward the realization of
the Smart Grid concept. The DA system not only
provides system wide status and health monitoring
but also helps in coordinated controls required to en-
hance quality and reliability of the supply.

keywords

RFID- Radio frequency identification

1 INTRODUCTION

Electric power utilities worldwide are increasingly adopt-
ing the computer aided monitoring, control and manage-
ment of electric power distribution system to provide
better services to electric consumers. The demand of
reduced outage rates (both quality and duration) has led
most electric companies to reconfigure their distribution
networks from radial to normally opened looped, so once
faulted section is isolated , power can be restored to the
rest of the network from an alternative sources. This task
is economically achieved by introducing distribution au-
tomation switches which are remotely controlled from
a central control room. In this manner, quality and con-
tinuity of service to the customer are vastly improved
as is user convenience. Therefore, the focus of electric
research and development activities worldwide is to au-
tomate the electric power distribution system utilizing
recent advancement in the area of Information Technol-
ogy and data communication system.There are certain
disadvantages in conventional power distribution system
which leads to the great amount of power loss. It is not
appreciable in today’s scenario. There are certain parame-
ters which can be controlled in order to reduce the loss in
distribution as well as for proper distribution of available
power effectively to the consumer. This can be done by
doing automation in distribution system. Automation has
distinct advantages over conventional system which are
summarized in following articles. The Indian electric
power supply system is the most complex power grid sys-
tem. So, efficient and reliable power supply is the major
concern of our supply system. The losses that occur in the
transmission and distribution are very large in comparison
with major developed countries. This occurs because of
inefficient safety, monitoring and control devices that are
persisting in present distribution system.

DYPIET Department of Instrumentation Engineering
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Figure 1: shows an RFID as small as rice

1.1 HOW DOES POWER REACH US?

Electric power is normally generated at 11-25kV in a
power station. To transmit over long distances, it is
then stepped-up to 400kV, 220kV or 132kV as neces-
sary. Power is carried through a transmission network
of high voltage lines. Usually, these lines run into hun-
dreds of kilometers and deliver the power into a common
power pool called the grid. The grid is connected to load
centers (cities) through a sub-transmission network of
normally 33kV (or sometimes 66kV) lines. These lines
terminate into a 33kV (or 66kV) substation, where the
voltage is stepped-down to 11kV for power distribution
to load points through a distribution network of lines at
11kV and lower. The power network, which generally
concerns the common man, is the distribution network
of 11kV lines or feeders downstream of the 33kV substa-
tion. Each 11kV feeder which emanates from the 33kV
substation branches further into several subsidiary 11kV
feeders to carry power close to the load points (locali-
ties, industrial areas, villages, etc.,). At these load points,
a transformer further reduces the voltage from 11kV to
415V to provide the last-mile connection through 415V
feeders (also called as Low Tension (LT) feeders) to indi-
vidual customers, either at 240V (as single-phase supply)
or at 415V (as three-phase supply). A feeder could be
either an overhead line or an underground cable. In urban

areas, owing to the density of customers, the length of
an 11kV feeder is generally up to 3 km. On the other
hand, in rural areas, the feeder length is much larger (up
to 20 km). A 415V feeder should normally be restricted
to about 0.5-1.0 km. Unduly long feeders lead to low
voltage at the consumer end.

2 DISTRIBUTION AUTOMATION
INTRODUCTION

Power system automation is the act of automatically con-
trolling the power system via instrumentation and con-
trol devices. Substation automation refers to using data
from Intelligent electronic devices (IED), control and au-
tomation capabilities within the substation, and control
commands from remote users to control power system
devices. Since full substation automation relies on substa-
tion integration, the terms are often used interchangeably.
Power system automation includes processes associated
with generation and delivery of power. Monitoring and
control of power delivery systems in the substation and on
the pole top reduce the occurrence of outages and shorten
the duration of outages that do occur. The IEDs, commu-
nications protocols, and communications methods, work
together as a system to perform power system automa-
tion. The term “power system” describes the collection of
devices that make up the physical systems that generate,
transmit, and distribute power. The term “instrumenta-
tion and control (I and C) system” refers to the collection
of devices that monitor, control, and protect the power
system.

2.1 DEFINITION

Distribution Automation is defined as an integrated sys-
tem concept for the digital automation of distribution
substation, feeder and user functions.

2.2 IEEE DEFINITION

A system that enables an electric utility to remotely mon-
itor, coordinate and operate distribution components in a
real-time mode from remote locations.

2.3 WHY DA?

Lack of Information to control room engineer on loading
and health status of transformers and associated feeders
Due to absence of monitoring, overloading occurs which
results in low voltage at customer end Remote Control
of distribution feeders not possible from control room
Fault isolation/restoration was time-consuming Prolonged
outages and less supply reliability.

DYPIET Department of Instrumentation Engineering
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Figure 2: Tree Coding Scheme

2.4 NEED FOR DISTRIBUTION
AUTOMATION

Due to lack of information at the base station (33KV
substation) on the loading and health status of the
11KV/415Vtransformer with associated feeders is one
of the primary causes of inefficient power distribution.
Due to absence of monitoring, overloading occurs which
result in low voltage at the customer end and increases
the risk of frequent breakdown of transformers and feed-
ers. In fact, the transformer breakdown rate in India is
as high as around 20 percent in contrast to less than 2
percent in some advanced countries. In the absence of
switches at different points in the distribution network, it
is not possible to isolate certain loads for load shedding
as and when required. The only option available in the
present distribution network is the circuit breaker (one
each for every main 11KV feeder) at the 33KV substation.
However, these circuit breakers are actually provided as a
means of protection to completely isolate the downstream
networks in the event of a fault. Using this as a tool
for load management is not desirable, as it disconnects
the power supply to a very large segment of consumers.
Clearly, there is a need to put in place a system that can
achieve a finer resolution in load management. In the
event of a fault in any feeder section downstream, the
circuit breaker at the 33KV substation trips (opens).As a
result there is a blackout over a large section of the dis-
tribution network. If the faulty feeder segment could be
precisely identified, it would be possible to substantially
reduce the blackout area, by re-routing the power to the
healthy feeder segments through the operation of switches

placed at strategic location in various feeder segments.

2.5 FUNCTION OF DA SYSTEM

Remotely monitors the distribution system, facilitates
supervisory control of devices and provides decision sup-
port tools to improve the system performance.

OBJECTIVES OF DA

Provide total distribution information to Control Room
Engineer Increased simplicity in 11 KV network opera-
tion Faster fault location, isolation and service restoration
Supply reliability improvement Reduction of losses in the
system and improved voltage profile due to feeder rear-
rangement Improvement in quality of service Improve-
ment of equipment availability Manpower saving in oper-
ation and maintenance Use of technology advancement
in network management Better tools for Short Term and
Long Term Distribution Planning.

Figure 3: Tree Coding Scheme

2.5.1 Electrical substation

A substation is a part of an electrical generation, trans-
mission, and distribution system. Substations transform
voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any
of several other important functions. Electric power may
flow through several substations between generating plant
and consumer, and its voltage may change in several steps.
Substations may be owned and operated by a transmis-
sion or generation electrical utility, or may be owned
by a large industrial or commercial customer. Generally

DYPIET Department of Instrumentation Engineering
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Figure 4: Tree Coding Scheme

substations are un-attended, relying on SCADA for re-
mote supervision and control. A substation may include
transformers to change voltage levels between high trans-
mission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at
the interconnection of two different transmission voltages.
The word substation comes from the days before the dis-
tribution system became a grid. As central generation
stations became larger, smaller generating plants were
converted to distribution stations, receiving their energy
supply from a larger plant instead of using their own gen-
erators. The first substations were connected to only one
power station, where the generators were housed, and
were subsidiaries of that power station.

2.5.2 Elements of a substation

Substations generally have switching, protection and con-
trol equipment, and transformers. In a large substation,
circuit breakers are used to interrupt any short circuits or
overload currents that may occur on the network. Smaller
distribution stations may use recloser circuit breakers or
fuses for protection of distribution circuits. Substations
themselves do not usually have generators, although a
power plant may have a substation nearby. Other devices
such as capacitors and voltage regulators may also be
located at a substation. Substations may be on the surface
in fenced enclosures, underground, or located in special-
purpose buildings. High-rise buildings may have several
indoor substations. Indoor substations are usually found
in urban areas to reduce the noise from the transformers,
for reasons of appearance, or to protect switchgear from

extreme climate or pollution conditions. Where a substa-
tion has a metallic fence, it must be properly grounded
(UK: earthed) to protect people from high voltages that
may occur during a fault in the network. Earth faults at
a substation can cause a ground potential rise. Currents
flowing in the Earth’s surface during a fault can cause
metal objects to have a significantly different voltage than
the ground under a person’s feet; this touch potential
presents a hazard of electrocution.

2.5.3 Transmission Substation

A transmission substation connects two or more transmis-
sion lines. The simplest case is where all transmission
lines have the same voltage. In such cases, the substation
contains high-voltage switches that allow lines to be con-
nected or isolated for fault clearance or maintenance. A
transmission station may have transformers to convert be-
tween two transmission voltages, voltage control/power
factor correction devices such as capacitors, reactors or
static VAr compensators and equipment such as phase
shifting transformers to control power flow between two
adjacent power systems. Transmission substations can
range from simple to complex. A small ”switching sta-
tion” may be little more than a bus plus some circuit break-
ers. The largest transmission substations can cover a large
area (several acres/hectares) with multiple voltage levels,
many circuit breakers and a large amount of protection
and control equipment (voltage and current transformers,
relays and SCADA systems). Modern substations may be
implemented using international standards such as IEC
Standard 61850.

2.5.4 Distribution substation

A distribution substation transfers power from the trans-
mission system to the distribution system of an area. It is
uneconomical to directly connect electricity consumers
to the main transmission network, unless they use large
amounts of power, so the distribution station reduces volt-
age to a value suitable for local distribution. The input
for a distribution substation is typically at least two trans-
mission or subtransmission lines. Input voltage may be,
for example, 115 kV, or whatever is common in the area.
The output is a number of feeders. Distribution voltages
are typically medium voltage, between 2.4 kV and 33 kV
depending on the size of the area served and the practices
of the local utility. The feeders run along streets overhead
(or underground, in some cases) and power the distribu-
tion transformers at or near the customer premises. In
addition to transforming voltage, distribution substations
also isolate faults in either the transmission or distribu-
tion systems. Distribution substations are typically the
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points of voltage regulation, although on long distribution
circuits (of several miles/kilometers), voltage regulation
equipment may also be installed along the line. The down-
town areas of large cities feature complicated distribution
substations, with high-voltage switching, and switching
and backup systems on the low-voltage side. More typical
distribution substations have a switch, one transformer,
and minimal facilities on the low-voltage side.

2.6 DISTRIBUTION AUTOMATION
FUNCTIONS

Outage location and service restoration Feeder reconfigu-
ration and transformer balancing Extension of transformer
lifetimes Recloser/breaker monitoring and control Capaci-
tor switching for voltage/var control Voltage control using
regulators Substation transformer load-tap-changer (LTC)
control Distribution system monitoring.

3 AUTOMATION USING SCADA
SYSTEM

3.1 PRINCIPLE

A Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
system consists of one or more computers with appropri-
ate applications software (Master Stations) connected by
a communications system (wire, radio, power line car-
rier or fiber optics) to a number of remote terminal units
(RTUs) placed at various locations to collect data and
for remote control and to perform intelligent autonomous
(local) control of a system and report results back to the
remote master(s).The required control actions are then
conveyed back to the process. The Concept of SCADA
forms the basis of the DA System.SCADA is an acronym
for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition. SCADA
systems are used to monitor and control a plant or equip-
ment in industries. These systems encompass the transfer
of data between a SCADA central host computer and a
number of Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) and/or Pro-
grammable Logic Controllers (PLCs), and the central
host and the operator terminals. Traditionally, SCADA
systems have made use of the Public Switched Network
(PSN) for monitoring purposes.

3.2 SCADA

Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) sys-
tems have traditionally played a vital role by providing
utilities with valuable knowledge and capabilities that are
key to a primary business function - delivering power
in a reliable and safe manner. A quality SCADA solu-
tion is central to effective operation of a utility’s most

critical and costly distribution, transmission, and genera-
tion assets. The challenging issues for SCADA systems
and projects today are not the same as they were a few
years ago. Today, there is much more importance placed
on integration, use of new communication and network
technologies, access to information by more users, and
other purposes.Today’s SCADA systems, in response to
changing business needs, have added new functionalities
and are aids for strategic advancements towards interac-
tive, self healing smart grids of the future. A modern
SCADA system is also a strategic investment which is a
must-have for utilities of all sizes facing the challenges of
the competitive market and increased levels of real time
data exchange that comes with it (independent market
operator, regional transmission operator, major C and I
establishments, etc.). A well planned and implemented
SCADA system not only helps utilities deliver power reli-
ably and safely to their customers but also helps to lower
costs and achieve higher customer satisfaction and reten-
tion. Modern SCADA systems are already contributing
and playing a key role at many utilities towards achiev-
ing: New levels in electric grid reliability – increased
revenue. Proactive problem detection and resolution –
higher reliability. Meeting the mandated power quality
requirements – increased customer satisfaction. Real time
strategic decision making – cost reductions and increased
revenue. Business case justification is stronger now than
ever before even for lower density substations. The costs
are declining with commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) prod-
ucts built to international standards as opposed to legacy
proprietary solutions. Today, a utility can quickly gain
these benefits by implementing a low cost SCADA sys-
tem and evolving it as its business needs change. Elec-
tric power transmission systems typically operate above
110kV, whereas Electricity distribution systems operate at
lower voltages. Normally, electric utilities with SCADA
systems have extensive control over transmission-level
equipment, and increasing control over distribution-level
equipment via distribution automation. However, they
often are unable to control smaller entities such as Dis-
tributed energy resources (DERs), buildings, and homes.
It may be advantageous to extend control networks to
these systems for a number of reasons:

3.3 MAIN COMPONENTS and
SOFTWARE’S

3.3.1 HARDWARE COMPONENTS

The components of a SCADA system are field instrumen-
tation, remote stations, Communication Network (CN)
and Central Monitoring Station (CMS).
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Figure 5: Tree Coding Scheme

3.3.2 Field instrumentation

Field instrumentation generally comprises sensors, trans-
mitters and actuators that are directly interfaced to the
plant or equipment and generate the analog and digital
signals that will be monitor by the remote station. Sig-
nals are also conditioned to make sure they are compati-
ble with the inputs/outputs of the Remote Terminal Unit
(RTU) or a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) at the
remote Station. It also refers to the devices that are con-
nected to the equipment or machines being controlled
and monitored by the SCADA system. These are sen-
sors for monitoring certain parameters and actuators for
controlling certain modules of the system.

3.4 Remote stations

The remote station is installed at the remote plant with
equipment being monitored and controlled by the central
host computer. This can be a RTU or PLC. Field instru-
mentation, connected to the plant or equipment being
monitored and controlled, is interfaced to the remote sta-
tion to allow process manipulation at a remote site. It is
also used to gather data from the equipment and transfer
it to the central SCADA system.

3.5 Remotely Operable Switches

Air break type Load Break Switch (LBS) for 11kV opera-
tion and a Moulded Case Circuit Breaker (MCCB) unit
for 415V operation have been designed, developed and
tested as per available specifications. The three pole 11kV
LBS (developed for outdoor installation) opens in 90-100
milliseconds at the rated current of 80. A as depicted in
Fig. 4. While this switch is primarily meant for breaking
load current, it can sustain 16 kA of fault current for one
second and can also close on fault. The remote operation
is through a three-phase induction motor coupled with

Figure 6: Tree Coding Scheme

gear mechanism. The 415V MCCB unit, on the other
hand, has an isolator on the incoming circuit and two
MCCBs for two outgoing feeders as given in Fig. 5. Flex-
ibility exists to choose the MCCB of appropriate rating
corresponding to the rated feeder current. The remote
operation is through solenoid-plunger arrangement.

Figure 7: Tree Coding Scheme

3.6 Communication Network

The Communication Network (CN) refers to the commu-
nication equipment needed to transfer data to and from
different sites. The medium used can be cable, telephone,
radio, and fiber optic or satellite communication system.

3.7 Central Monitoring Station

The Central Monitoring Station (CMS) is the master unit
of the SCADA system. Its function is collecting infor-
mation gathered by the remote stations and generating
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Figure 8: Tree Coding Scheme

Figure 9: Tree Coding Scheme

necessary action for any event that is detected. The CMS
can have a single computer configuration or it can be
networked to workstations to facilitate sharing of infor-
mation from the SCADA system. It uses a Man Machine
Interface (MMI) to monitor various types of data needed
for the operation. A MMI program runs on the CMS
computer. A mimic diagram of the whole plant or process
can be displayed onscreen for easier identification with
the real system. Each I/O point of the remote units can
be displayed with corresponding graphical representation
and the present I/O reading. Set-up parameters such as
trip values, limits, etc. are entered on this program and
downloaded to the corresponding remote units for updat-
ing of their operating parameters. There are two typical
network configurations for the SCADA systems. They
are the point-to-point and the point-to-multipoint configu-
rations. The point-to-point configuration is the simplest
set-up for a telemetry system. Here data is exchanged
between two stations. One station can be set up as the

master and the other as the slave. The point-to-multipoint
configuration is where one device is designated as the
master unit to several slave units. The master is usually
the main host and is located in the control room, while
the slaves are the remote units. Each slave is assigned a
unique address or identification number.

Figure 10: Tree Coding Scheme

Figure 11: Tree Coding Scheme

4 SCADA SOFTWARE

Software located at different servers which help in real-
time database analysis and multi-tasking such as data
acquisition and controlling. SCADA software can be
divided into two types, proprietary or open (e.g., Cytec,
Wonder Ware etc).
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Figure 12: Tree Coding Scheme

Data Acquisition and Processing

This serves as a data collector from the devices to our
SCADA system is connected and presents it as a pro-
cessed data to user. Data acquisition can be done in
multiple scan rates and uses different protocols. The data
can be fetched as a whole or as a group and also report by
exception. Data processing means conversion of fetched
data into engineering conversions, zero suppression, rea-
sonability check, and calculation subsystem. So, user can
use this processed data for future purposes.

Control

Users are allocated to groups, which have defined
read/write access privileges to the process parameters
in the system and often also to specific product func-
tionality. The allocated users can have the access to the
devices, which are to be controlled. Control can be either
single or group, open or closed loop control. The execu-
tion of control can be executed at selective places, can be
immediately executed, can be executed at required time
etc.

RTU

An RTU is a microprocessor controlled device used to
interface the various power system components and their
operation to the DCC. It gathers local information and
transmits it to the DCC and also accepts commands and
logging requests sent to it by the DCC. Hence, the DCC
can control and monitor the distribution networks by in-
terfacing with the various RTUs. It has a capability to
exchange the information with Intelligent Electronic De-
vices (IEDs) such as Pedometer and IED relays. RTU
can support standard protocols (Modbus, IEC 60870-5-
101/103/104, DNP3, ICCP, etc.) to interface any third
party software. Commercially, the RTU must be capable
of performing the following functions:

• Collecting, Processing and Transmitting status
changes, analog values and accumulator values.

• Receiving and processing digital and analog com-
mands from the master station(s).

• Accepting polling messages from the master sta-
tion(s).

• Supporting data transmission rates from 50 to 9600
bits per second

• Supporting up to 6 communication ports and multi-
ple concurrent protocols, including the IEC 870-5-

• 101 protocol.

• The RTU hardware must be capable of supporting
communication with multiple master stations, a local
maintenance interface, and a local logger. As such,
an RTU must have at least 4 communication ports.

• 2 Ports, Communication to DCC.

• 1 Port, Local Logger or Printer facility

• 1 Port, Maintenance Terminal.

Figure 13: Tree Coding Scheme

PLC

Some of the important functions performed by PLC in
Distribution Automation is as follows:-
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Figure 14: Tree Coding Scheme

IED

• It is a term used in the electric power Industry to
describe microprocessor based controllers of power
system equipment such as circuit breakers, relays,
reclosers, voltage and var regulators, transformers,
capacitor bank.

• IEDs are also substation host computers, RTUs, Pro-
grammable Logic Controllers (PLCs), time and fre-
quency standards, communications processors, digi-
tal protective relays, sequence-of- events and fault
recorders.

Master Station

• The SCADA Master Station, client or host sta-
tion/computer, which monitors and controls RTUs
and their attached electric apparatus.

• The graphics capabilities of the modern worksta-
tions generally results in a human machine interface
(HMI)that makes it possible for the operator to easily
deal with a variety of systems.

Man machine interface

The products support multiple screens, which can contain
combinations of synoptic diagrams and text. They also
support the concept of a ”generic” graphical object with
links to process variables. These objects can be ”dragged
and dropped” from a library and included into a synoptic

Figure 15: Tree Coding Scheme

Figure 16: Tree Coding Scheme

diagram. Most of the SCADA products that were evalu-
ated decompose the process in ”atomic” parameters (e.g.
a power supply current, its maximum value, its on/off
status, etc.) to which a Tag-name is associated. The Tag-
names used to link graphical objects to devices can be
edited as required. The products include a library of stan-
dard graphical symbols, many of which would however
not be applicable to the type of applications encountered
in the experimental physics community. Standard win-
dows editing facilities are provided: zooming, re-sizing,
scrolling etc. On-line configuration and customization
of the MMI is possible for users with the appropriate
privileges. Links can be created between display pages to
navigate from one view to another.

Alarm handling

Alarm handling is based on limit and status checking
and performed in the data servers. More complicated
expressions (using arithmetic or logical expressions) can
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Figure 17: Tree Coding Scheme

be developed by creating derived parameters on which
status or limit checking is done by the data server. The
alarms are logically handled centrally, i.e., the informa-
tion only exists in one place and all users see the same
status (e.g., the acknowledgement), and multiple alarm
priority levels (in general many more than 3 such levels)
are supported Most of the SCADA products that were
evaluated decompose the process in ”atomic” parame-
ters (e.g. a power supply current, its maximum value, its
on/off status, etc.) to which a Tag-name is associated. The
Tag-names used to link graphical objects to devices can be
edited as required. The products include a library of stan-
dard graphical symbols, many of which would however
not be applicable to the type of applications encountered
in the experimental physics community.

Logging and Archiving

The terms logging and archiving are often used to describe
the same facility. However, logging can be thought of as
medium-term storage of data on disk, whereas archiving
is long-term storage of data either on disk or on another
permanent storage medium. Logging is typically per-
formed on a cyclic basis, i.e., once a certain file size, time
period or number of points is reached the data is overwrit-
ten. Logging of data can be performed at a set frequency,
or only initiated if the value changes or when a specific
predefined event occurs. Logged data can be transferred
to an archive once the log is full. The logged data is time-
stamped and can be filtered when viewed by a user. The
logging of user actions is in general performed together
with either a user ID or station ID. There is often also a
VCR facility to play back archived data.

Automated mapping and facilities
management (AM/FM)

SCADA systems can be made use to have GUI system.
GUI system can be used to have maps, graphical represen-
tation of the required area, and graphical representation of
required data. Using SCADA these maps can be layered,
zoomed, scrolled and planned. The historical data of the
machine can also be used.

5 Effort includes development of

• communication and networking technology using
wired and wireless media,

• micro-controller based remote terminal unit (RTU),

• remotely operable switch for 11kV and 415V feed-
ers,

• application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) for
electrical instrumentation,

• DA software to enable remote monitoring, alarm
generation and remote control, and

• distribution network simulator (a scaled down model
of a real-life distribution network) to provide a test
bed for a comprehensive testing of the developed
technology, components and software.

6 Criteria For A New Protection
And SCADA System

A condensed set of criteria for a new protection and
SCADA system are based on the following statements
made by the customer:

• Simplify the protection and control schemes by elim-
inating a multiplicity of discrete relays and compo-
nents with one device that can be used to satisfy
all required applications. The goal being to reduce
training requirements and issues in dealing with dif-
ferent manufacturers. The customer also wanted to
reduce the number of protective relay configuration
software packages to one.

• Improve the automatic and manual operations of
the system. The existing schemes were either not
useful because they were not automatic enough or
they were not understood enough by the operators.
The requirement of this project was to make these
schemes intuitive to eliminate operator mistakes in
maintaining the power system.
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• Improve the coordination of the system to eliminate
ongoing over-tripping that was being experienced.
Thus the requirement was to isolate the fault by drop-
ping the smallest amount of load. They also required
that fault location and type data be available with-
out operator intervention from the SCADA HMI to
assist them in expediting restoration.

• Provide the capability to obtain fault event recorder
information and sequential event recorder data from
anywhere on the SCADA communication network
without requiring travel to the relay location.

• Provide an HMI SCADA system that has two con-
trol stations and five view-only stations that can be
loaded on a commercial off-the-shelf desktop or lap-
top computer. This computer should be able to work
from any Ethernet connection on the SCADA com-
munication network. They emphasized that this in-
vestment in the SCADA system should be able to
be supported for a long time so it should not be a
proprietary system.

• All of the communication protocols must run on the
customer’s

• fiber system on a dedicated network using Ethernet
topology. It will be maintained by the IT department.
It was recognized that there would be different speed
requirements for different applications. For instance,
the pilot scheme requires communication speed in
cycles while the SCADA HMI requires update times
in seconds. It was required that none of the conver-
sations could degrade the overall performance of its
application or of any other application.

7 COMMUNICATION

The Fiber Optic System is currently preferable to the
other media because of the following factors:

Communication Architecture

To connect RTUs or IEDs and master stations, a com-
munications network is required. Seven basic types of
networks are defined by IEEE Std 1379-1997. These are
following: 1. Point-to-point 2. Multiple point-to-points
3. Multipoint-party line star arrangement 4. Multipoint-
party line bus arrangement 5. Multipoint-ring 6. Compos-
ite 7. Peer-to-peer communications

Dual redundant fiber loop system

The Dual Redundancy Loop System involves a Primary
SCADA Server and a second one functioning as a Backup.

Failure of the primary initiates data shadowing and di-
agnostic monitoring, leading to the operation of Backup
as the SCADA master station. Figure below shows the
optical system as a loop. The loop can be classified as
a Logical one rather than a Physical one. The two ends
of the loop can be at different substations. This method
makes economical use of fiber cable in picking up all the
RTUS between two substations.

8 Distribution Control Centre (DCC)

The Distribution Control Centre consists of Computer sys-
tem with software for Data Acquisition and applications,
storage media for storing the Data, Visual Display Units
(VDUs) for displaying the data to the operators and to
issue control commands and communication interfaces.

Figure 18: Tree Coding Scheme

Conclusion

A future challenge is to develop privacy standards that
go beyond the narrow understanding of privacy while
allowing increased efficiency and effectiveness through
the use of RFID. We address this challenge by integrating
several theoretical lenses of privacy in this paper and
applying an integrative approach to data collected using
RFID.

• Jammer radiate interfering signal towards enemy
radar, blocking the receiver.ith highly concentrated
energy signal.

• How different jamming technique create false target
for self defence.
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• Radar jammer is mainly used in Military bases, Air
forces and Arm forces.

• A tree-based coding mechanism that can detect jam-
ming and reconfigure to reduce the impact of jam-
mers. We showed that the parameter choice of test-
ing level may affect the efficiency of the system, and
subsequently optimized this parameter.
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The biometric is a measurable physical charac-
teristic which are reliable than passwords. Iris
biometry is used to recognize an individual in

a natural and intuitive way. The iris is an externally
visible, yet protected organ whose unique epigenetic
pattern remains stable throughout adult life. These
characteristics make it very attractive for use as a bio-
metric for identifying individuals. Image processing
techniques can be employed to extract the unique iris
pattern from a digitised image of the eye, and encode
it into a biometric template, which can be stored in a
database. This biometric template contains an objec-
tive mathematical representation of the unique infor-
mation stored in the iris, and allows comparisons to
be made between templates. When a subject wishes
to be identified by an iris recognition system, their
eye is first photographed, and then a template created
for their iris region. This template is then compared
with the other templates stored in a database until ei-
ther a matching template is found and the subject is
identified, or no match is found and the subject re-
mains unidentified. Different Iris recognition meth-
ods that are in use today are Phase-based method,
Texture-analysis based method, Zero-crossing repre-
sentation method, Approach based on intensity varia-
tion, Approach using Independent Component Analy-
sis, Iris authentication based on Continuous Dynamic
Programming, etc. Secure communications and mo-
bile commerce are some of the application areas. Iris
based security applications thrive on infrared cam-
eras and video cameras for logins and transaction
authentications. Accuracy, algorithm speed and tem-
plate size are attributes that are important for large-
scale identity programs and national database appli-
cations Since the area is currently one of the most on
the go and the bulk of research is very large, this sur-
vey covers some of the significant methods.

INTRODUCTION

Every individual is recognized by a set of features unique
to that individual. No two different individuals’ posses
same set of physical and behavioral characteristics. This
uniqueness of an individual can be preserved and de-
ployed to identify and recognize an individual. The
field of biometrics does the same. Biometrics is a field
which deals with identifying and recognizing an individ-
ual based on some measurable physical and behavioral
characteristics. The term biometric represents some mea-
surable life characteristics. Current technologies use bio-
metrics to provide authentication and authorization to
a person in an organization for security purposes. Any
physical or behavioral characteristics of an individual can
be used as a biometric data in biometric systems provided
it fulfills the following criteria:

1. Universality: Every person should posses the char-
acteristic,

2. Uniqueness: No two individuals should be the same
in terms of the characteristic,

3. Permanence: Characteristic should not change with
time

4. Collectability: Characteristic should be measured
quantitatively

Based on the above criteria a wide variety of human char-
acteristics are used as a biometric data. Each biometric
characteristics has its own strengths and limitations. Ei-
ther a single biometric can be used or a combination of
two or more can be used depending upon the requirements
of an application.

1 GENERAL BIOMETRIC SYSTEM

Any biometric system is composed of the following com-
ponents:
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1. Sensor: This component captures data of a subject
which is used for further analysis. An example of a
sensor is digital cameras capturing the image of an
iris.

2. Feature extractors: This component uses the cap-
tured data and performs some preprocessing steps
to convert the data to a form which is suitable for a
specific application.

3. Matching module: The already processed data is
fed to the matching module for comparison with
the with the stored templates or data to perform a
verification o r identification.

4. Database: The database acts like a repository in a
biometric system which stores all the data of the reg-
istered users required during the matching process
of the captured and processed data.

Prior to verification or identification the user’s biometric
measurements are captured. This data is in raw form,
so the information required is extracted out of it by the
feature extractor and this information is stored in database.
This process is termed as enrollment. After enrollment it
follows either the identification mode or the verification
mode.

2 HUMAN IRIS

The iris is a thin circular diaphragm, which lies between
the cornea and the lens of the human eye. A front-on view
of the iris is shown in Figure (1.1). The iris is perforated
close to its centre by a circular aperture known as the
pupil. The function of the iris is to control the amount of
light entering through the pupil, and this is done by the
sphincter and the dilator muscles, which adjust the size
of the pupil. The average diameter of the iris is 12 mm,
and the pupil size can vary from 10The iris consists of a
number of layers; the lowest is the epithelium layer, which
contains dense pigmentation cells. The stromal layer lies
above the epithelium layer, and contains blood vessels,
pigment cells and the two iris muscles. The density of
stromal pigmentation determines the colour of the iris.
The externally visible surface of the multi-layered iris
contains two zones, which often differ in colour. An outer
ciliary zone and an inner pupillary zone, and these two
zones are divided by the collarette – which appears as
a zigzag pattern Formation of the iris begins during the
third month of embryonic life. The unique pattern on
the surface of the iris is formed during the first year of
life, and pigmentation of the stroma takes place for the
first few years. Formation of the unique patterns of the
iris is random and not related to any genetic factors. The

only characteristic that is dependent on genetics is the
pigmentation of the iris, which determines its colour. Due
to the epigenetic nature of iris patterns, the two eyes of an
individual contain completely independent iris patterns,
and identical twins possess uncorrelated iris patterns.

Figure 1: A front-on view of the human eye

Figure 2: Cross section of human eye

3 IRIS RECOGNITION SYSTEM

3.1 Overview

Iris recognition is a stepwise procedure. The first step
is the image capture. Then images are brought to ap-
propriate forms in order to perform some preprocessing
steps. Then the iris is localized and segmented for further
processing. The texture of the iris is extracted then using
appropriate techniques. Finally texture matching is done
to validate identification process.

3.2 FEATURE EXTRACTION

The portion of interest i.e. iris patterns are extracted from
the localized iris using techniques like Haar wavelets.
Feature extraction identifies the most prominent features
for classification. Some of the features are x-y coordi-
nates, radius, shape and size of the pupil, intensity values,
orientation of the pupil ellipse and ratio between average
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Figure 3: Block diagram of iris recognition system

intensity of two pupils. The features are encoded to a
format suitable for recognition. Most systems first use
a feature extraction routine to encode the iris’s textural
content. Encoding algorithms generally perform a multi-
resolution analysis of the iris by applying wavelet filters
and examining the ensuing response. Only the significant
features of the iris must be encoded so that comparisons
between templates can be made. Most iris recognition
systems make use of a band pass decomposition of the
iris image to create a biometric template. The template
that is generated in the feature encoding process will also
need a corresponding matching metric, which gives a
measure of similarity between two iris templates. This
metric should give one range of values when comparing
templates generated from the same eye, known as intra-
class comparisons, and another range of values when
comparing templates created from different irises, known
as inter-class comparisons. These two cases should give
distinct and separate values, so that a decision can be
made with high confidence as to whether two templates
are from the same iris, or from two different irises.In a
commonly used encoding mechanism, 2D Gabor wavelets
are first used to extract the local phasor information of
the iris texture. The mechanism then encodes each phasor
response using two bits of information, resulting in an

Iris Code.

4 IRIS RECOGNITION METHODS

There are many methods of iris recognition. They are as
follows:

• Phase-based method

• Texture-analysis based method

• Zero crossing representation method

• Approach based on Local intensity variations

• Approach using Independent Component Analysis

• Iris authentication based on Continuous Dynamic
Programming.

Conclusion

The physiological characteristics are relatively unique to
an individual. An approach to reliable visual recognition
of persons is achieved by iris patterns. The applications of
iris recognition are rapidly growing in the field of security,
due to its high rate of accuracy. This technology has the
potential to take over all other security techniques, as it
provides an hands-free, rapid and reliable identification
process. The future work in real applications utilization
to support generation of compact iris codes for mobile
phones and PDAs. The study of the techniques provides
a platform for the development of the novel techniques in
this area as future work
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Development Of Motor Operated Ball Valve
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Aball valve is a valve with a spherical disc,
the part of the valve which controls the flow
through it. The sphere has a hole, or port,

through the middle so that when the port is in line
with both ends of the valve, flow will occur. When the
valve is closed, the hole is perpendicular to the ends
of the valve, and flow is blocked. The handle or lever
will be in line with the port position letting you ”see”
the valve’s position. The ball valve, along with the
butterfly valve and plug valve, are part of the family
of quarter turn valves. They are therefore an excel-
lent choice for shutoff applications. They do not offer
the fine control that may be necessary in throttling
applications but are sometimes used for this purpose
.Ball valves are used extensively in industrial applica-
tions because they are very versatile, supporting pres-
sures up to 1000 bar and temperatures up to 482deg
F (250deg C). Sizes typically range from 0.2 to 11.81
inches (0.5 cm to 30 cm). They are easy to repair and
operate. We control this valve using dc motor by ap-
plying 4 to 20 mA current . The ball valve is a 1” NTP
ball valve actuated with a DC motor with position
feedback through a potentiometer. The DC motor is
connected to the valve by a hollow aluminium shaft
which has set screws to for the motors D-shaft and
the square shaft of the ball valve. The potentiometer
is connected to the shaft via a linkage, this allows the
ball valve to be controlled by the servo motor.

INTRODUCTION

Motor Operated Valve (MOV) is an important part of
Plant & Piping system. These valves are generally of
large size and are used for different applications such as
Pump discharge etc. Motor Operated Valves are often
called as On-Off valves as the motors serve the purpose
of fully opening or fully closing valves in pipelines. For
example, cooling water lines, process pipelines where
controlling of fluid is not required, motor operated valves

can be used to fully allow or fully stop the fluid flow.
These valves are not used for throttling purposes as the
serve mainly On-Off service application. Motor operated
valves can be of various types e.g. Gate/ Ball/ Butterfly
etc. with actuator control. Design of Motors and valves
can be different. An electric motor is mounted on the
valve and geared to the valve stem so that when the mo-
tor operates the valve will open or close. For this MOV,
motor operated with actuator control from local panel or,
from control room is required. There is a requirement of
co- ordination among Piping-Electrical-Instrumentation-
Process engineers and vendor for design and procurement
of such motor operated valves.A ball valve is a valve with
a spherical disc, the part of the valve which controls the
flow through it. The sphere has a hole, or port, through
the middle so that when the port is in line with both ends
of the valve, flow will occur. When the valve is closed, the
hole is perpendicular to the ends of the valve, and flow is
blocked. The handle or lever will be in line with the port
position letting you ”see” the valve’s position. The ball
valve, along with the butterfly valve and plug valve, are
part of the family of quarter turn valves. They are there-
fore an excellent choice for shutoff applications. They do
not offer the fine control that may be necessary in throt-
tling applications but are sometimes used for this purpose
.Ball valves are used extensively in industrial applications
because they are very versatile, supporting pressures up
to 1000 bar and temperatures up to 482 degF (250 deg
C). Sizes typically range from 0.2 to 11.81 inches (0.5
cm to 30 cm). They are easy to repair and operate. We
control this valve using dc motor by applying 4 to 20 mA
current . The ball valve is a 1” NTP ball valve actuated
with a DC motor with position feedback through a poten-
tiometer. The DC motor is connected to the valve by a
hollow aluminium shaft which has set screws to for the
motors D-shaft and the square shaft of the ball valve. The
potentiometer is connected to the shaft via a linkage, this
allows the DC motor to be controlled by the Ball Valve.
Key differences betwen control valves and motor operated
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control valves is a faster response. Control valves usually
have an analog control element, while the motorised oper-
ated valves have a digital control element. Control valves
can be used for any type of control, pressure control, flow
control, temperature control etc while motorised valves
are usually (if not always) used for flow control. Con-
trol valve usually are used in closed loop control, while
motorised valves are predominantly open loop (with the
exception of precision flow control valves) Control valves
are used for precision control. However motorised valves
are not usually used for precision control.

1 Concept and System
Specification

We control this valve using servo-motor by applying 4
to 20 mA current. The 4 to 20 mA current is converted
into digital signal using ADC, which then goes to micro-
controller. The 1” NTP ball valve is actuated with a DC
servo-motor using a signal coming from micro-controller.
The input current and valve opening percentage are dis-
played on LCD screen. The servo-motor is connected to
the valve by set of screws. The application assumes that
the signal is coming from transmitter which gives 4 to
20 mA signal. This condition is satisfied by using either
potentiometer or standard current source.

2 Description of Components with
their Specifications

Our project deals with controlling Ball valve with the
help of servomotor. The system is basically a mechanical
arrangement of motor and ball valve. The controller uses
input signal to control the opening and closing of ball
valve.

2.1 Ball Valve

Ball valves are flow valves that are quarter-turn and
straight through apparatuses. These valves allow for shut-
off and/or purposes of control. They have a round closure
element that contains a matching pair of rounded seats.
These seats allow necessary sealing to take place. The
ball valve pressure rating and materials used determines
what kind of seat is required. Not all valve seats are the
same. Some are of the single molded variety while others
have higher- pressure ratings, which often include a de-
sign known as a ”trunnion.” This design means that each
ball valve face is sealed separately, not together. Ball
valves have many good points and are often considered
superior to many other kinds of valves.

Ball valves are very easy to use and can both maintain

Figure 1: Ball Valve

and regulate three things-high pressure, high volume and
high flow of temperature. Other advantages of ball valves
are that they are sturdy devices that can be purchased for a
low price and they have a long service life. An added plus
is that the regulating element’s design makes it easy for
the ball valve to work without concern about side loads,
which often plague globe or butterfly valves. The ball
valve design allows for the easy ability to fix the seats
if a problem arises and also seals without having to take
away the body of the valves from the line. Ball valves can
be found in a number of different styles. Some of these
include one-piece, two-piece, three-piece and lastly, what
is referred to as flanged body construction. Each form of
ball valve has its own good and bad points, all dependent
on what each application calls for. Ball valves are made
using an assortment of materials, some of which include
brass, bronze, cast iron, copper ductile iron, metal alloys,
stainless and other steel types, and plastics (including
CPVC and PVC). Ball valves are to be found being used
in a number of different industries. Some of these include
the chemical, oil, pharmaceutical, allied process and also
services such as corrosive and cryogenic.

2.1.1 Features and Specifications

• Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body
and cap sealed with Loctite,

• DIN 17660 and UNI 5705-65) specifications,

• Assessment according to Pressure Equipment Direc-
tive 97/23 CE module B+D by Pascal (1115),

• Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow,

• 24h 100
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• Pure Teflon R© (Dupont registered trademark) selflu-
bricating seats with flexible-lip design,

• Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in
either directions making installation easier,

• Chrome plated brass ball for longer life,

• No metal-to-metal moving parts,

• Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem,

• Two viton O-rings at the stem for maximum safety,

• No maintenance ever required,

• Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem,

• Dacrotized carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip
coating,

• Handle clearly shows ball position,

• DIN 2999, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female
threads,

• Silicone-free lubricant on all seals,

• 40 bar non-shock cold water pressure,

• -20degC to 170 degC temperature,

• For use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is
-20deg to 60 degC and pressure rating is 5 bar.

2.1.2 Types

Ball valves are available in a floating ball design and trun-
nion mounted design. The type denotes how the ball is
fitted into the valve. Types can further be broken down
into body styles and configurations.
Floating ball- The floating ball design is the most com-
mon type of ball valve. In this type, the ball is not fixed
to the stem so a wide range of freedom is available. The
upstream pressure helps create the seal by pushing the
ball back against the rear or downstream seat.
Trunnion valves- The trunnion ball valve design has a
pin securing the ball so it doesn’t dislodge. This design
can be used for high velocity systems. Trunnion valves
use a special segmented ball. The valve supports the ball
with a shaft and the side opposite the shaft using another
shaft or post. The shaft can be part of the ball or separate.
Trunnion valves provide less friction between the ball and
seal.

2.1.3 Valve Components

Essentially a ball valve is composed of an outer shell, a
ball with a hole in it, and an actuator such as a handle.
Body Ball valves are available in a variety of body styles,
including reduced bore, full bore and V-notch. Each of
these ball valve forms offers specific advantages depend-
ing upon the requirements of the given application. The
body consists of several parts of the valve including the
bonnet and trim. Ball valves can come in a variety of
styles to ensure proper function in the system. Reduced
port valves have an opening that is smaller than the diam-
eter of the piping. The media flow through the valve is
limited to 75%. Reduced port valves have higher pressure
drops.Full port valves have a ball with a bore equal to the
inside diameter of the pipe. The advantage to this design
is they minimize the pressure drop across the valve and
keep the flow from being restricted as it flows. They can
be used for throttling applications. V-notch control valve
bodies have a similar construction to standard ball valves.
The difference lies in the contoured V-notch in the ball,
which produces an equal-percentage flow characteristic.
They have good rangeability, control, and shut off capa-
bility for use in the paper industry, chemical plants and
power industry. The ball remains in contact with the seal
during rotation and produces a shearing effect as the ball
closes to minimize clogging.Reduced port and full port
valves are considered recovery valves. Recovery valves
can be used in systems with a low pressure drop and high
flow coefficient. Ball valve bodies can also come in three
configurations depending on the installation and mainte-
nance requirements of the system.
One-piece: One-piece ball valves are installed as a unit.

Figure 2: One-piece ball valve

The retainer holds the ball and seal. Compression of the
seal is controlled by increasing or decreasing the tightness
of the threading holding the retainer. A one-piece ball
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valve must balance the integrity of the seal against the
friction between the ball and seal. If the retainer fails to
secure the entire seal, the pipe forces will be uneven and
the seal will wear unevenly.
Two-piece :
Two-piece ball valves allow for easier assembly. The

Figure 3: Two-piece ball valve

body is split into two pieces and the configuration uses a
floating ball. The two body pieces are combined with a
flange and bolts. This design makes servicing the valve
easy and the procedure can be done in-line. The disadvan-
tage of a two-piece valve design is the seal tightness can
be altered by the system force and temperature, creating
a potential leak path at the joint.
Three-piece : Three-piece ball valves offer easy and fast

Figure 4: Three-piece ball valve

access for valve maintenance. The three-body connector
can be removed and the fourth can be loosened to allow
the body to swing away to carry out installation or main-
tenance.

Actuator:
Most ball valves are manually operated but they can be
configured for automation. Ball valves are generally fast
acting devices because they only require a quarter turn to
open or close the valve.

2.2 89C51 Microcontroller

The AT89C51 is a low-power, high-performance CMOS
8-bit microcomputer with 4 Kbytes of Flash Pro-
grammable and Erasable Read Only Memory (PEROM).
The device is manufactured using Atmel’s high density
nonvolatile memory technology and is compatible with
the industry standard MCS-51Ô instruction set and pinout.
The on-chip Flash allows the program memory to be re-
programmed in-system or by a conventional nonvolatile
memory programmer. By combining a versatile 8-bit
CPU with Flash on a monolithic chip, the Atmel AT89C51
is a powerful microcomputer which provides a highly
flexible and cost effective solution to many embedded
control applications. The AT89C51 provides the follow-
ing standard features: 4 Kbytes of Flash, 128 bytes of
RAM, 32 I/O lines, two 16-bit timer/counters, a five vec-
tor two-level interrupt architecture, a full duplex serial
port, on-chip oscillator and clock circuitry. In addition,
the AT89C51 is designed with static logic for operation
down to zero frequency and supports two software se-
lectable power saving modes. The Idle Mode stops the
CPU while allowing the RAM, timer/counters, serial port
and interrupt system to continue functioning. The Power
Down Mode saves the RAM contents but freezes the os-
cillator disabling all other chip functions untilthe next
hardware reset.

2.2.1 Features:

• Compatible with MCS-51Ô Products.

• 4 Kbytes of In-System Reprogrammable Flash Mem-
ory.

• Endurance: 1,000 Write/Erase Cycles.

• Fully Static Operation: 0 Hz to 24 MHz.

• Three-Level Program Memory Lock.

• 128 x 8-Bit Internal RAM.

• 32 Programmable I/O Lines.

• Two 16-Bit Timer/Counters.

• Six Interrupt Sources.

• Programmable Serial Channel.

• Low Power Idle and Power Down Modes.
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2.2.2 Block Diagram:

Figure 5: Block Diagram of 89C51

2.2.3 Pin Configuration

Figure 6: Pin diagram of 89C51

2.2.4 Pin Description:

VCC: Supply voltage.
GND: Ground.
Port 0:
Port 0 is an 8-bit open drain bidirectional I/O port. As
an output port each pin can sink eight TTL inputs. When

1s are written to port 0 pins, the pins can be used as
high impedance inputs. Port 0 may also be configured
to be the multiplexed low order address/data bus during
accesses to external program and data memory. In this
mode P0 has internal pull ups. Port 0 also receives the
code bytes during Flash programming, and outputs the
code bytes during program verification. External pull ups
are required during program verification.
Port 1:
Port 1 is an 8-bit bidirectional I/O port with internal pull
ups. The Port 1 output buffers can sink/source four TTL
inputs. When 1s are written to Port 1 pins they are pulled
high by the internal pullups and can be used as inputs. As
inputs, Port 1 pins that are externally being pulled low
will source current (IIL) because of the internal pullups.
Port 1 also receives the low-order address bytes during
Flash programming and program verification.
Port 2:
Port 2 is an 8-bit bidirectional I/O port with internal pull
ups. The Port 2 output buffers can sink/source four TTL
inputs. When 1s are written to Port 2 pins they are pulled
high by the internal pull ups and can be used as inputs.
As inputs, Port 2 pins that are externally being pulled low
will source current (IIL) because of the internal pull ups.
Port 2 emits the high-order address byte during fetches
from external program memory and during accesses to
external data memory that use 16-bit addresses (MOVX
@ DPTR). In this application it uses strong internal pull
ups when emitting 1s. During accesses to external data
memory that use 8-bit addresses (MOVX @ RI), Port 2
emits the contents of the P2 Special Function Register.
Port 2 also receives the high-order address bits and some
control signals during Flash programming and verifica-
tion.
Port 3:
Port 3 is an 8-bit bidirectional I/O port with internal pull
ups. The Port 3 output buffers can sink/source four TTL
inputs. When 1s are written to Port 3 pins they are pulled
high by the internal pull ups and can be used as inputs.
As inputs, Port 3 pins that are externally being pulled low
will source current (IIL) because of the pull ups. Port 3
also serves the functions of various special features of the
AT89C51 as listed below:
Port Pin Alternate Functions: P3.0 RXD (serial input
port)
P3.1 TXD (serial output port)
P3.2 INT0 (extenal interrupt 0)
P3.3 INT1 (extenal interrupt 1)
P3.4 T0 (timer 0 extenal input)
P3.5 T1 (timer 1 external input)
P3.6 WR (extenal data memory write strobe)
P3.7 RD (external data memory read strobe)
Port 3 also receives some control signals for Flash pro-
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gramming and programming verification.
RST: Reset input. A high on this pin for two machine
cycles while the oscillator is running resets the device.
ALE/PROG: Address Latch Enable output pulse for latch-
ing the low byte of the address during accesses to external
memory. This pin is also the program pulse input (PROG)
during Flash programming. In normal operation ALE is
emitted at a constant rate of 1/6 the oscillator frequency,
and may be used for external timing or clocking purposes.
Note, however, that one ALE pulse is skipped during each
access to external Data Memory.
If desired, ALE operation can be disabled by setting bit 0
of SFR location 8EH. With the bit set, ALE is active only
during a MOVX or MOVC instruction. Otherwise, the
pin is weakly pulled high. Setting the ALE-disable bit has
no effect if the microcrontroller is in external execution
mode.
PSEN: Program Store Enable is the read strobe to ex-
ternal program memory. The AT89C51 provides the fol-
lowing standard features: 4 Kbytes of Flash, 128 bytes
of RAM, 32 I/O lines, two 16-bit timer/counters, a five
vector two-level interrupt architecture, a full duplex serial
port, on-chip oscillator and clock circuitry. In addition,
the AT89C51 is designed with static logic for operation
down to zero frequency and supports two software se-
lectable power saving modes. The Idle Mode stops the
CPU while allowing the RAM, timer/counters, serial port
and interrupt system to continue functioning. The Power
Down Mode saves the RAM contents but freezes the os-
cillator disabling all other chip functions until the next
hardware reset.

2.3 Potentiometer:

A potentiometer informally a pot , is a three- terminal
resistor with a sliding contact that forms an adjustable
voltage divider. If only two terminals are used, one end
and the wiper, it acts as a variable resistor or rheostat.
A potentiometer measuring instrument is essentially a
voltage divider used for measuring electric potential (volt-
age); the component is an implementation of the same
principle, hence its name. Potentiometers are commonly
used to control electrical devices such as volume controls
on audio equipment. Potentiometers operated by a mech-
anism can be used as position transducers, for example, in
a joystick. Potentiometers are rarely used to directly con-
trol significant power (more than a watt ), since the power
dissipated in the potentiometer would be comparable to
the power in the controlled load.

2.3.1 Potentiometer construction:

Potentiometers comprise a resistive element, a sliding con-
tact (wiper) that moves along the element, making good
electrical contact with one part of it, electrical terminals
at each end of the element, a mechanism that moves the
wiper from one end to the other, and a housing containing
the element and wiper. Many inexpensive potentiometers
are constructed with a resistive element formed into an arc
of a circle usually a little less than a full turn and a wiper
sliding on this element when rotated, making electrical
contact. The resistive element, with a terminal at each
end, is flat or angled. The wiper is connected to a third
terminal, usually between the other two. On panel poten-
tiometers, the wiper is usually the center terminal of three.
For single-turn potentiometers, this wiper typically trav-
els just under one revolution around the contact. The only
point of ingress for contamination is the narrow space be-
tween the shaft and the housing it rotates in. Another type
is the linear slider potentiometer, which has a wiper which
slides along a linear element instead of rotating. Contam-
ination can potentially enter anywhere along the slot the
slider moves in, making effective sealing more difficult
and compromising long-term reliability. An advantage of
the slider potentiometer is that the slider position gives
a visual indication of its setting. While the setting of
a rotary potentiometer can be seen by the position of a
marking on the knob, an array of sliders can give a visual
impression of, for example, the effect of a multi-band
equaliser . The resistive element of inexpensive poten-
tiometers is often made of graphite . Other materials used
include resistance wire, carbon particles in plastic, and a
ceramic/metal mixture called cermet. Conductive track
potentiometers use conductive polymer resistor pastes
that contain hard-wearing resins and polymers, solvents,
and lubricant, in addition to the carbon that provides the
conductive properties. Others are enclosed within the
equipment and are intended to be adjusted to calibrate
equipment during manufacture or repair, and not other-
wise touched. They are usually physically much smaller
than user-accessible potentiometers, and may need to be
operated by a screwdriver rather than having a knob. They
are usually called ”preset potentiometers” or ”trim[ming]
pots”. Some presets are accessible by a small screw-
driver poked through a hole in the case to allow servicing
without dismantling. Multiturn potentiometers are also
operated by rotating a shaft, but by several turns rather
than less than a full turn. Some multiturn potentiome-
ters have a linear resistive element with a sliding contact
moved by a lead screw; others have a helical resistive
element and a wiper that turns through 10, 20, or more
complete revolutions, moving along the helix as it rotates.
Multiturn potentiometers, both user-accessible and preset,
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allow finer adjustments; rotation through the same angle
changes the setting by typically a tenth as much as for a
simple rotary potentiometer. A string potentiometer is a
multi-turn potentiometer operated by an attached reel of
wire turning against a spring, enabling it to convert linear
position to a variable resistance.User-accessible rotary
potentiometers can be fitted with a switch which operates
usually at the anti-clockwise extreme of rotation. Before
digital electronics became the norm such a component
was used to allow radio and television receivers and other
equipment to be switched on at minimum volume with
an audible click, then the volume increased, by turning
a knob. Multiple resistance elements can be ganged to-
gether with their sliding contacts on the same shaft, for
example, in stereo audio amplifiers for volume control.

2.3.2 Theory of operation:

Figure 7: potentiometer with a resistive load, showing equiva-
lent fixed resistors for clarity.

The potentiometer can be used as a voltage divider to
obtain a manually adjustable output voltage at the slider
(wiper) from a fixed input voltage applied across the two
ends of the potentiometer. This is their most common
use.

V l =
R2Rl

R1Rl +R2Rl +R1R2
V s (1)

The voltage across R L can be calculated by:

V l =
R2

R1 +R2
V s (2)

2.4 Servo Motor:

A Servo is a small device that has an output shaft. This
shaft can be positioned to specific angular positions by
sending the servo a coded signal. As long as the coded
signal exists on the input line, the servo will maintain
the angular position of the shaft. As the coded signal
changes, the angular position of the shaft changes. In
practice, servos are used in radio controlled airplanes to
position control surfaces like the elevators and rudders.
They are also used in radio controlled cars, puppets and of
course, robots. Servos are extremely useful in robotics.

Figure 8: NRS-585 Servo motor

Figure 9: Inside a Servo motor.

The motors are small, as you can see by the picture above
have built in control circuitry and are extremely powerful
for size. A standard servo such as the Futaba S-148 has
42 oz/inches of torque which is pretty strong for its size.
It also draws power proportional to the mechanical load.
A lightly loaded servo therefore doesn’t consume much
energy. The guts of a servo motor are shown in the picture
below. You can see the control circuitry, the motor, a set
of gears and the case. You can also see the 3 wires that
connect to the outside world. One is for power (+5 volts),
ground, and the white wire is the control wire.

2.4.1 2.2.4.1 Specifications:

Dimension:40mmx20mm x38mm
Torque:4kg-cmat6V
Stall current: 900mA
Idle current: 5mA
Operating voltage: 4.8V to 6V
Motor weight: 50gms
Operating speed: 0.15sec/60 degree
Temperature range: -20 to 55 degC
0.6 ms for 0 degree Rotation
2.2 ms for 180 degree Rotation
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2.5 Working:

The servo motor has some control circuits and a poten-
tiometer (a variable resistor, aka pot) that is connected to
the output shaft. In the picture above, the pot can be seen
on the right side of the circuit board. This pot allows the
control circuitry to monitor the current angle of the servo
motor. If the shaft is at the correct angle, then the motor
shuts off. If the circuit finds that the angle is not correct,
it will turn the motor the correct direction until the angle
is correct. The output shaft of the servo is capable of
travelling somewhere around 180 degrees. Usually, it’s
somewhere in the 210 degree range, but it varies by man-
ufacturer. A normal servo is used to control an angular
motion of between 0 and 180 degrees. A normal servo
is mechanically not capable of turning any farther due to
a mechanical stop built on to the main output gear. The

Figure 10: A Disassembled Servo-motor

amount of power applied to the motor is proportional to
the distance it needs to travel. So, if the shaft needs to
turn a large distance, the motor will run at full speed. If it
needs to turn only a small amount, the motor will run at
a slower speed. This is called proportional control. How
do you communicate the angle at which the servo should
turn? The control wire is used to communicate the angle.
The angle is determined by the duration of a pulse that is
applied to the control wire. This is called Pulse Coded
Modulation. The servo expects to see a pulse every 20
milliseconds (0.02 seconds). The length of the pulse will
determine how far the motor turns. A 1.5 millisecond
pulse, for example, will make the motor turn to the 90
degree position (often called the neutral position). If the
pulse is shorter than 1.5 ms, then the motor will turn the
shaft to closer to 0 degrees. If the pulse is longer than 1.5
ms, the shaft turns closer to 180 degrees.

2.6 LCD

A liquid crystal display (LCD) is a thin, flat electronic
visual display that uses the light modulating properties
of liquid crystals (LCs). LC does not emit light directly.
Each pixel of an LCD typically consists of a layer of

Figure 11: Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)

molecules aligned between two transparent electrodes,
and two polarizing filters, the axes of transmission of
which are (in most of the cases) perpendicular to each
other. With no actual liquid crystal between the polariz-
ing filters, light passing through the first filter would be
blocked by the second (crossed) polarizer. In most of the
cases the liquid crystal has double refraction. The sur-
faces of the electrodes that are in contact with the liquid
crystal material are treated so as to align the liquid crystal
molecules in a particular direction. This treatment typi-
cally consists of a thin polymer layer that is unidirectional
rubbed using, for example, a cloth. The direction of the
liquid crystal alignment is then defined by the direction of
rubbing. Electrodes are made of a transparent conductor
called Indium Tin Oxide (ITO). Before applying an elec-
tric field, the orientation of the liquid crystal molecules is
determined by the alignment at the surfaces of electrodes.
In a twisted pneumatic device (still the most common
liquid crystal device) the surface alignment directions at
the two electrodes are perpendicular to each other and so
the molecules arrange themselves in a helical structure or
twist. This reduces the rotation of the polarization of the
incident light, and the device appears grey. If the applied
voltage is large enough, the liquid crystal molecules in
the centre of the layer are almost completely untwisted
and the polarization of the incident light is not rotated
as it passes through the liquid crystal layer. This light
will then be mainly polarized perpendicular to the sec-
ond filter, and thus be blocked and the pixel will appear
black. By controlling the voltage applied across the liquid
crystal layer in each pixel, light can be allowed to pass
through in varying amounts thus constituting different
levels of gray. This electric field also controls (reduces)
the double refraction properties of the liquid crystal.
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2.6.1 SPST Switch:

It is a type of switch or relay where there is just one set
of contacts. The contacts can be opened or closed. There
are two terminal switches which act as ON & OFF. A
standard light switch that we find in our home is a good
example of switch with SPST contact. Each motor can
be controlled by a switch that has three positions for for-
wards, off, and reverse. Switches of this type are called
Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) switches with centre-
off position. SPST switches are available in ’toggle’ or
’slide’ types, as shown in the picture below:

Figure 12: SPST switch

The ideal switch for this application (a crane) would have
a momentary or non-locking, action - it would automati-
cally switch back to the centre-off position after the oper-
ator has released the switch. These switches are normally
a little more expensive.

2.7 ADC 0808:

The ADC0808, ADC0809 data acquisition component
is a monolithic CMOS device with an 8-bit analog-to-
digital converter, 8-channel multiplexer and microproces-
sor compatible control logic. The 8-bit A/D converter
uses successive approximation as the conversion tech-
nique. The converter features a high impedance chopper
stabilized comparator, a 256R voltage divider with analog
switch tree and a successive approximation register. The
8-channel multiplexer can directly access any of 8-single-
ended analog signals. The device eliminates the need for
external zero and full-scale adjustments. Easy interfacing
to microprocessors is provided by the latched and decoded
multiplexer address inputs and latched TTL TRI-STATE
outputs. The design of the ADC0808, ADC0809 has been
optimized by incorporating the most desirable aspects of
several A/D conversion techniques. The ADC0808 offers
high speed, high accuracy, minimal temperature depen-
dence, excellent long-term accuracy and repeatability,
and consumes minimal power. These features make this
device ideally suited to applications from process and ma-
chine control to consumer and automotive applications.
Features

• Easy interface to all microprocessors

• Operates ratiometrically or with 5 VDC or analog
span adjusted voltage reference

• No zero or full-scale adjust required

• 8-channel multiplexer with address logic

• 0V to 5V input range with single 5V power supply

• Outputs meet TTL voltage level specifications

Key Specifications

• Resolution 8 Bits

• Total Unadjusted Error ±0.5 LSB and ±1 LSB

• Single Supply 5 VDC

• Low Power 15 mW

• Conversion Time 100µ s

Figure 13: Block Diagram of ADC 0808

2.8 LM7805 Voltage Regulator:

Figure 14: LM7805 Voltage Regulator

Description:
The MC78XX/LM78XX series of three-terminal positive
regulators are available in the TO-220/D-PAK package
and with several fixed output voltages, making them use-
ful in a wide range of applications. Each type employs
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internal current limiting, thermal shut down and safe oper-
ating area protection, making it essentially indestructible.
If adequate heat sinking is provided, they can deliver over
1A output current. Although designed primarily as fixed
voltage regulators, these devices can be used with external
components to obtain adjustable voltages and currents.
Features:

• Output Current up to 1A.

• Output Voltages of 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 18, 24V.

• Thermal Overload Protection.

• Short Circuit Protection.

• Output Transistor Safe Operating area Protection.

System Description

3 Block Diagram

Figure 15: block Diagram

4 Description of Blocks

Microcontroller
The AT89C51 is a low-power, high-performance CMOS
8-bit microcomputer with 4 Kbytes of Flash Pro-
grammable and Erasable Read Only Memory (PEROM).
The device is manufactured using Atmel’s high density
nonvolatile memory technology and is compatible with
the industry standard MCS-51Ô instruction set and pinout.
The on-chip Flash allows the program memory to be re-
programmed in-system or by a conventional nonvolatile
memory programmer. By combining a versatile 8-bit
CPU with Flash on a monolithic chip, the Atmel AT89C51
is a powerful microcomputer which provides a highly
flexible and cost effective solution to many embedded
control applications. The AT89C51 provides the follow-
ing standard features: 4 Kbytes of Flash, 128 bytes of
RAM, 32 I/O lines, two 16-bit timer/counters, a five vec-
tor two-level interrupt architecture, a full duplex serial

port, on-chip oscillator and clock circuitry. In addition,
the AT89C51 is designed with static logic for operation
down to zero frequency and supports two software se-
lectable power saving modes. The Idle Mode stops the
CPU while allowing the RAM, timer/counters, serial port
and interrupt system to continue functioning. The Power
Down Mode saves the RAM contents but freezes the os-
cillator disabling all other chip functions untilthe next
hardware reset.
Power Supply
The input to the circuit is applied from the regulated
power supply. The a.c. input i.e. 230V from the mains
supply is step down by the transformer to 12V and is fed
to a rectifier. The output obtained from the rectifier is a
pulsating d.c voltage. So in order to get a pure d.c voltage,
the output voltage from the rectifier is fed to a filter to re-
move any a.c components present even after rectification.
Now, this voltage is given to a voltage regulator to obtain
a pure constant dc voltage. LCD Display

Figure 16: Power Supply

The modules consist of high contrast and large viewing
angle TN and STN type LC (liquid crystal) panels. Each
module contains a CMOS controller and all necessary
drivers which have low power consumption. The con-
troller is equipped with an internal character generator
ROM, RAM and RAM for display data. All display func-
tions are controllable by instructions making interfacing
practical. Both display data RAM and character generator
RAM can be read making it possible to use any part not
used for display as general data RAM. The products of
this series therefore have wide application possibilities
in the field of terminal display or display for measuring
devices.

5 Working

In this block diagram 4-20 mA current is given to the
ADC which convert the analog signal into digital sig-
nal, this signal is fed to the 8051 micro-controller. This
micro-controller regulates the servo motor by executing
the program code and actuating the opening and closing
of ball valve and valve position in percentage is displayed
on LCD screen. System Identification
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6 Circuit diagram

Figure 17: Circuit Diagram

7 Design Considerations

The most important and basic aspect of the any system is
to design the circuit (i.e. hardware design) for the specific
application. This involves deciding which component to
use, specifications of different components, mathematical
calculations, component selection and other related issues.
The detailed information of the hardware design of our
system is as follows.

8 Power Supply

For the proper functioning of the system we require power
supply. In our system we need two types of power supply
namely 5V for working of the LCD and 3.3 V for the
working of the ARM and Fingerprint Scanner module.
As well as 12 V for the working of the relay. Design
of 5V power supply.The 230 V power supply from the
mains will be given to 12 V step down transformer whose
output will be 12V and from this output of the transformer
we will generate 5V power supply. The 1000µF capaci-

Figure 18: Circuit Diagram of 7805 Regulator IC

tor serves as a “reservoir” which maintains a reasonable
input voltage to the 7805 throughout the entire cycle of
the AC line voltage. The 10µF and 0.01µF serve to keep
the power supply voltage constant when load condition
changes. The electrolytic capacitor smoothes out any
long term or low frequency variations. However at high

frequencies this capacitor is not very efficient therefore
the 0.01µF is included to bypass high frequency changes
such as digital IC switching effects, to ground. The LED
and its series resistors serve as a pilot light to indicate
when the power supply is on. I like to use a miniature
LED here, so it will serve that function without being
obstructive or distractive while I am performing an exper-
iment.

8.1 Design of Power Supply

1) DESIGN OF TRANSFORMER:
Vp = Vac
Vo = 5V
Vsec = V2 = Vrms
V sec = V 0+V ripple+V reg+V ref

0.92 ∗V norm∗V loadline∗
1/1.414
= 5+0.9+4+2.7

0.92 ∗ 230/0.9 ∗ 230 ∗ 1/1.414
Vsec=10.7V
2) FULL WAVE RECTIFIER:
I2 = Idc = Isec
Isec = 500 mA
3) O/P POWER OF TRANSFORMER:
Wsec = Isec * Vsec
=500 mA * 10.7
Wsec = 5.380 Watts
Let η of Transformer = 85
4) I/P POWER OF TRANSFORMER:-
Wp = Wsec/η
=5.380/0.85
Wp = 6.329 Watts
5) I/P CURRENT:-
Ip = Wp/Vp
=6.329/230
Ip=27.52 Ma
6) CORE AREA OF TRANSFORMER:-
Ac=
√

(Wp/0.87)
=
√

(6.329/0.87)
Ac= 2.6971 sq. m.
For safety purpose add 15 % more in core area.
Ac = 2.6971 * (1+0.15)
= 3.101 sq. m
7) TURNS RATIO:-
N = freq/Ac
=50/3.101
N=16.11
No. of turns of primary (N1)= N * Vsec
=16.11 * 10.7
(N1)=172
No. of turns of secondary ( N2) = N * Vp
= 16.11 * 230
(N2)=3705
So selecting the Transformer of 12 V, 500 mA, 3705 :
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172 turns ratio.

8.2 Rectifier Design

Vrms = Vsec =10.7
Vm = 1.414 * Vrms
= 15.12 V
PIV rating of Diode = Vm = 15.12 V
Vdc = Vo + Vrect + Vreg
= 5 + 2.7 + 4
Vdc=11.7 V

8.3 Filter Design

Rl = Vdc / Idc
= 11.7 / 500 mA
Rl = 23.4 Ω
Let Ripple Factor = 0.12
C = 2900 / ( Rl * R.F)
= 2900 / (23.4 / 0.12)
C = 1032.76 µ F
So selecting the standard capacitor of 1000µ F.
We have designed 5V power supply but we require 3.3V
power supply for the operation of the ARM controller as
well as the working of finger print scanner module.
Design of 3.3V power supply DESIGN FOR 3.3

Figure 19: Design of 3.3V power supply

VOLT POWER SUPPLY: VOUT =1.25(1+ (R2/R1))
+ (IADJ *R2)
Let us use LM 317, Adjustable voltage regulator
As per data sheet, R1=240 ohm and I (ADJ) =50η A
Hence,
3.3=1.25(1+ (R2/240)) + (0.00005*R2)
Hence R2=390 ohms.
Let us select a resister of 390 ohms as R2.
Flowchart Results

Figure 20: block Diagram

Figure 21: Snap Of Project

Conclusion

Thus the main aim of an 8051 microcontroller Based mo-
tor controlled ball valve is to form a goal of less or no
probability of error with the achievement of a real time
management. In the proposed system, virtual transmitter
signal of 4-20mA is used to control opening and clos-
ing of ball valve . The operation is fully automatic as
it doesn’t involve any manual activity. It satisfies elim-
ination of human operator for its efficient working.By
developing an autonomous nature of the system, the same
is made a reliable one. The system provides not only an
ease in the operation but also provides a safety to operator.
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Table 1: Output Table
No. Input Cur-

rent (mA)
Output Rota-
tion (deg)

1 5 5
2 6 11
3 8 22
4 10 34
5 12 46
6 14 57
7 16 68
8 18 78
9 20 90
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Water purification is the process of removing
undesirable chemicals, biological contami-
nants, suspended solids and gases from con-

taminated water. The goal is to produce water fit for
a specific purpose. Most water is purified for human
consumption (drinking water), but water purification
may also be designed for a variety of other purposes,
including meeting the requirements of medical, phar-
macological, chemical and industrial applications. In
general the methods used include physical processes
such as filtration, sedimentation, and distillation, bi-
ological processes such as slow sand filters or biolog-
ically active carbon, chemical processes such as floc-
culation and chlorination and the use of electromag-
netic radiation such as ultraviolet light. The purifica-
tion process of water may reduce the concentration of
particulate matter including suspended particles, par-
asites, bacteria, algae, viruses, fungi; and a range of
dissolved and particulate material derived from the
surfaces that water may have made contact with af-
ter falling as rain.

keywords

Treatment, filtration, suspended particles, water quality.

INTRODUCTION

Water purification is the process of removing undesirable
chemicals, biological contaminants, suspended solids and
gases from contaminated water. The goal is to produce
water fit for a specific purpose. Most water is purified
for human consumption (drinking water), but water pu-
rification may also be designed for a variety of other
purposes, including meeting the requirements of medical,
pharmacological, chemical and industrial applications. In
general the methods used include physical processes such
as filtration, sedimentation, and distillation, biological
processes such as slow sand filters or biologically active

carbon, chemical processes such as flocculation and chlo-
rination and the use of electromagnetic radiation such as
ultraviolet light.The standards for drinking water quality
are typically set by governments or by international stan-
dards. These standards will typically set minimum and
maximum concentrations of contaminants for the use that
is to be made of the water.

Sources of water

Figure 1: source of water-river

1. Groundwater:
Soil and rock layers naturally filter the ground water
to a high degree of clarity and often it does not re-
quire additional treatment other than adding chlorine
or chloramines as secondary disinfectants. Depend-
ing on the strata through which the water has flowed,
other ions may also be present including chloride,
and bicarbonate. There may be a requirement to
reduce the iron or manganese content of this wa-
ter to make it acceptable for drinking, cooking, and
laundry use.

2. Upland lakes and reservoirs:
Typically located in the headwaters of river systems,
upland reservoirs are usually sited above any human
habitation and may be surrounded by a protective
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zone to restrict the opportunities for contamination.
Many upland sources have low pH which require
adjustment.

3. Rivers, canals and low land reservoirs:
Low land surface waters will have a significant bac-
terial load and may also contain algae, suspended
solids and a variety of dissolved constituents. A river
is a natural watercourse, usually freshwater, flowing
towards an ocean, a lake, a sea, or another river. In
a few cases, a river simply flows into the ground or
dries up completely before reaching another body
of water. Rivers are part of the hydrological cycle.
Potamology is the scientific study of rivers while
limnology is the study of inland waters in general.A
canal can be created where no stream presently ex-
ists. Either the body of the canal is dug or the sides
of the canal are created by piling dirt, stone, concrete,
or other building materials.

4. Rainwater harvesting or fog collection which col-
lects water from the atmosphere can be used espe-
cially in areas with significant dry seasons and in
areas which experience fog even when there is little
rain.

5. Desalination of seawater by distillation or reverse
osmosis.

6. Surface Water:
Freshwater bodies that are open to the atmosphere
and are not designated as groundwater are classified
in the USA for regulatory and water purification
purposes as surface water.

1 Treatment

The processes below are the ones commonly used in
water purification plants. Some or most may not be used
depending on the scale of the plant and quality of the raw
(source) water.

2 Pre-treatment

1. Pumping and containment – The majority of water
must be pumped from its source or directed into
pipes or holding tanks. To avoid adding contami-
nants to the water, this physical infrastructure must
be made from appropriate materials and constructed
so that accidental contamination does not occur.

2. Screening (see also screen filter) – The first step
in purifying surface water is to remove large de-
bris such as sticks, leaves, rubbish and other large

particles which may interfere with subsequent purifi-
cation steps. Most deep groundwater does not need
screening before other purification steps.

3. Storage – Water from rivers may also be stored in
bankside reservoirs for periods between a few days
and many months to allow natural biological purifi-
cation to take place. This is especially important
if treatment is by slow sand filters. Storage reser-
voirs also provide a buffer against short periods of
drought or to allow water supply to be maintained
during transitory pollution incidents in the source
river.

4. Pre-chlorination – In many plants the incoming wa-
ter was chlorinated to minimize the growth of foul-
ing organisms on the pipe-work and tanks. Because
of the potential adverse quality effects (see chlorine
below), this has largely been discontinued.

Widely varied techniques are available to remove the fine
solids, micro-organisms and some dissolved inorganic
and organic materials. The choice of method will depend
on the quality of the water being treated, the cost of the
treatment process and the quality standards expected of
the processed water.

3 Coagulation and flocculation

One of the first steps in a conventional water purification
process is the addition of chemicals to assist in the re-
moval of particles suspended in water. Particles can be
inorganic such as clay and silt or organic such as algae,
bacteria, viruses, protozoa and natural organic matter. In-
organic and organic particles contribute to the turbidity
and colour of water. The addition of inorganic coagulants
such as aluminum sulfate (or alum) or iron (III) salts such
as iron(III) chloride cause several simultaneous chemi-
cal and physical interactions on and among the particles.
Within seconds, negative charges on the particles are neu-
tralized by inorganic coagulants. Also within seconds,
metal hydroxide precipitates of the aluminum and iron
(III) ions begin to form. These precipitates combine into
larger particles under natural processes such as Brownian
motion and through induced mixing which is sometimes
referred to as flocculation. The term most often used for
the amorphous metal hydroxides is “floc.”

4 Sedimentation

Waters exiting the flocculation basin may enter the sedi-
mentation basin, also called a clarifier or settling basin. It
is a large tank with low water velocities, allowing floc to
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settle to the bottom. The sedimentation basin is best lo-
cated close to the flocculation basin so the transit between
the two processes does not permit settlement or floc break
up. Wastewater enters the basin and very fine particles in
the water are separated by means of gravity. The water
must be in the basin long enough for the desired particle
size to be removed. Smaller particles require longer pe-
riods for removal and thus larger basins. In some basins
a flocculant may be added to help smaller particles stick
together and form larger particles.

5 CLARIFIERS

Figure 2: clarifeirs

5.1 Water Clarification Unit Processes

Water clarification process is not the one process but the
combination of different processes. Large suspended
solids get settle down by gravity. For non-settleable mate-
rial removal is done through coagulation, sedimentation
and flocculation. All these three processes are collectively
called conventional clarification or the water clarification.

• Rapid mix for coagulation

• Moderate mixing for flocculation

• Solid-liquid separation

5.2 Types of Clarifier

There are two types of clarifiers. One is circular cen-
ter feed clarifier that operates with the effluent entering
through a center stilling well. It ensures proper residence
time of the water in the clarifier to allow for the settling

Figure 3: clarification

of the solids. The water rises and exits through a wall
mounted weir. Other type of clarifier is the circular periph-
eral flow clarifier. It operates with the water flow entering
the system at the periphery. The water flow is distributed
evenly and spirals down around the annulus of the clar-
ifier. It is done by means of a specially designed baffle
skirt. This configuration provides maximum settling of
solids toward the sludge pick-up. More Types of Water
Clarifier On the basis of applications water clarifiers can
be categorized as:

• Reactor Clarifier

• Circular Clarifier

• Rectangular Clarifier

• Flocculator Clarifiers

6 Filtration

After separating most floc, the water is filtered as the
final step to remove remaining suspended particles and
unsettled floc.

6.1 Rapid sand filters

The most common type of filter is a rapid sand filter. Wa-
ter moves vertically through sand which often has a layer
of activated carbon or anthracite coal above the sand. The
top layer removes organic compounds, which contribute
to taste and odour. The space between sand particles is
larger than the smallest suspended particles, so simple
filtration is not enough. Effective filtration extends into
the depth of the filter. To clean the filter, water is passed
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sand filter.JPG

Figure 4: rapid sand filter

quickly upward through the filter, opposite the normal
direction (called backflushing or backwashing) to remove
embedded particles. Prior to this step, compressed air
may be blown up through the bottom of the filter to break
up the compacted filter media to aid the backwashing
process; this is known as air scouring. This contaminated
water can be disposed of, along with the sludge from the
sedimentation basin.

7 Backwashing (water treatment)

Filters are employed to remove particles from liquids.
Water treatment filters that can be backwashed include
rapid sand filters, pressure filters and granular activated
carbon (GAC) filters. Diatomaceous earth filters are
backwashed according to the proprietary arrangement
of pumps, valves and filters associated with the filtration
system. To keep water treatment filters functional, they
have to be cleaned periodically to remove particulates.
Ineffective backwashing is one of the main reasons that
water treatment filters fail. Backwashing is a form of
preventive maintenance so that the filter media can be
reused. In water treatment plants, backwashing can be
an automated process that is run by local programmable
logic controllers (PLCs) or by centralized SCADA sys-
tems. The backwash cycle is triggered after a set time
interval, when the filter effluent turbidity is greater than
a treatment guideline or when the differential pressure
(head loss) across the filter exceeds a set value.

7.1 Slow sand filters

Slow sand filters may be used where there is sufficient
land and space, as the water must be passed very slowly
through the filters. These filters rely on biological treat-
ment processes for their action rather than physical filtra-

sand filtr.JPG

Figure 5: slow sand filter

tion. The filters are carefully constructed using graded
layers of sand, with the coarsest sand, along with some
gravel, at the bottom and finest sand at the top. Drains at
the base convey treated water away for disinfection.

8 Membrane filtration

Membrane filters are widely used for filtering both drink-
ing water and sewage. For drinking water, membrane
filters can remove virtually all particles larger than 0.2
um—including giardia and cryptosporidium. However
no filtration can remove substances that are actually dis-
solved in the water such as phosphorus, nitrates and heavy
metal ions. The particular advantage of membrane sepa-
ration processes is that they operate without heating and
therefore use less energy than conventional thermal sepa-
ration processes (distillation, Sublimation or crystalliza-
tion). Therefore, cold separation by means of membrane
processes is commonly applied in the food technology,
biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries.

9 Removal of ions and other
dissolved substances

Ultrafiltration membranes use polymer membranes with
chemically formed microscopic pores that can be used
to filter out dissolved substances avoiding the use of co-
agulants. The type of membrane media determines how
much pressure is needed to drive the water through and
what sizes of micro-organisms can be filtered out. Ion
exchange: Ion exchange systems use ion exchange resin-
or zeolite-packed columns to replace unwanted ions. The
most common case is water softening consisting of re-
moval of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions replacing them with be-
nign (soap friendly) Na+ or K+ ions. Ion exchange resins
are also used to remove toxic ions such as nitrate, nitrite,
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lead, mercury, arsenic and many others. Electrodeioniza-
tion: Water is passed between a positive electrode and a
negative electrode. Ion exchange membranes allow only
positive ions to migrate from the treated water toward the
negative electrode and only negative ions toward the posi-
tive electrode. High purity deionized water is produced
with a little worse degree of purification in comparison
with ion exchange treatment. Complete removal of ions
from water is regarded as electrodialysis. The water is
often pre-treated with a reverse osmosis unit to remove
non-ionic organic contaminants.

10 Disinfection

Disinfection is accomplished both by filtering out harm-
ful micro-organisms and also by adding disinfectant
chemicals. Water is disinfected to kill any pathogens
which pass through the filters and to provide a residual
dose of disinfectant to kill or inactivate potentially harm-
ful micro-organisms in the storage and distribution sys-
tems. Possible pathogens include viruses, bacteria, includ-
ing Salmonella, Cholera, Campylobacter and Shigella,
and protozoa, including Giardia lamblia and other cryp-
tosporidia.

10.1 Chlorine disinfection

The most common disinfection method involves some
form of chlorine or its compounds such as chloramine or
chlorine dioxide. Chlorine is a strong oxidant that rapidly
kills many harmful micro-organisms. Because chlorine
is a toxic gas, there is a danger of a release associated
with its use. Chlorine solutions can be generated on site
by electrolyzing common salt solutions. A solid form,
calcium hypochlorite, releases chlorine on contact with
water.

10.2 Ozone disinfection

Ozone is an unstable molecule which readily gives up
one atom of oxygen providing a powerful oxidizing agent
which is toxic to most waterborne organisms. Ozone is
made by passing oxygen through ultraviolet light or a
”cold” electrical discharge. To use ozone as a disinfec-
tant, it must be created on-site and added to the water by
bubble contact. Some of the advantages of ozone include
the production of fewer dangerous by-products and the
absence of taste and odour problems (in comparison to
chlorination) . Although fewer by-products are formed by
ozonation, it has been discovered that ozone reacts with
bromide ions in water to produces concentrations of the
suspected carcinogen bromate.

10.3 Ultraviolet disinfection

Ultraviolet light (UV) is very effective at inactivating
cysts, in low turbidity water. UV light’s disinfection ef-
fectiveness decreases as turbidity increases, a result of
the absorption, scattering, and shadowing caused by the
suspended solids. The main disadvantage to the use of
UV radiation is that, like ozone treatment, it leaves no
residual disinfectant in the water; therefore, it is some-
times necessary to add a residual disinfectant after the
primary disinfection process.

11 Additional treatment options

1. Water fluoridation: in many areas fluoride is added
to water with the goal of preventing tooth decay. Flu-
oride is usually added after the disinfection process.
In the U.S., fluoridation is usually accomplished by
the addition of hexafluorosilicic acid, which decom-
poses in water, yielding fluoride ions.

2. Water conditioning: This is a method of reducing
the effects of hard water. In water systems subject
to heating hardness salts can be deposited as the de-
composition of bicarbonate ions creates carbonate
ions that precipitate out of solution. Water with high
concentrations of hardness salts can be treated with
soda ash (sodium carbonate) which precipitates out
the excess salts, through the common-ion effect, pro-
ducing calcium carbonate of very high purity. The
precipitated calcium carbonate is traditionally sold
to the manufacturers of toothpaste. Several other
methods of industrial and residential water treatment
are claimed (without general scientific acceptance)
to include the use of magnetic and/or electrical fields
reducing the effects of hard water.

3. Plumbosolvency reduction: In areas with naturally
acidic waters of low conductivity (i.e. surface rain-
fall in upland mountains of igneous rocks), the water
may be capable of dissolving lead from any lead
pipes that it is carried in. The addition of small quan-
tities of phosphate ion and increasing the pH slightly
both assist in greatly reducing plumbo-solvency by
creating insoluble lead salts on the inner surfaces of
the pipes.

4. Radium Removal: Some groundwater sources con-
tain radium, a radioactive chemical element. Radium
can be removed by ion exchange, or by water condi-
tioning. The back flush or sludge that is produced is,
however, a low-level radioactive waste.
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5. Fluoride Removal: Although fluoride is added to wa-
ter in many areas, some areas of the world have ex-
cessive levels of natural fluoride in the source water.
Excessive levels can be toxic or cause undesirable
cosmetic effects such as staining of teeth.

12 Other water purification
techniques

Other popular methods for purifying water, especially for
local private supplies are listed below. In some countries
some of these methods are also used for large scale mu-
nicipal supplies. Particularly important are distillation
(de-salination of seawater) and reverse osmosis.

1. Granular Activated Carbon filtering: A form of acti-
vated carbon with a high surface area, adsorbs many
compounds including many toxic compounds. Wa-
ter passing through activated carbon is commonly
used in municipal regions with organic contamina-
tion, taste or odors. Household filters for drinking
water sometimes contain silver as metallic silver
nanoparticle. If water is held in the carbon block
for longer period, microorganisms can grow inside
which results in fouling and contamination.

2. Direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD). Ap-
plicable to desalination. Heated seawater is passed
along the surface of a hydrophobic polymer mem-
brane. Evaporated water passes from the hot side
through pores in the membrane into a stream of
cold pure water on the other side. The difference in
vapour pressure between the hot and cold side helps
to push water molecules through.

3. Gas hydrate crystals centrifuge method. If carbon
dioxide or other low molecular weight gas is mixed
with contaminated water at high pressure and low
temperature, gas hydrate crystals will form exother-
mically. Separation of the crystalline hydrate may
be performed by centrifuge or sedimentation and
decanting. Water can be released from the hydrate
crystals by heating.

4. In Situ Chemical Oxidation, a form of advanced
oxidation processes and advanced oxidation tech-
nology, is an environmental remediation technique
used for soil and/or groundwater remediation to re-
duce the concentrations of targeted environmental
contaminants to acceptable levels. It can be used to
remediate a variety of organic compounds, including
some that are resistant to natural degradation

5. Water Purification with Moringa Seeds - Crushed
Moringa seeds clarify and purify water to suit do-
mestic use and lower the bacterial concentration in
the water making it safe for drinking. Moringa seed
powder can be used as a quick and simple method for
cleaning dirty river water. Studies showed that this
simple method of filtering not only diminishes water
pollution, but also harmful bacteria. The moringa
powder joins with the solids in the water and sinks
to the bottom. This treatment also removes 90-99

Conclusion

The waste water generated from the domestic, industrial
and agriculture following the same process to make it
usable for other purpose or it is capable to mix in the river
water. In order to keep the biological process alive, chem-
ical dosing which is not optimal means that the conditions
for coagulation are not the optimum; the floc formed may
be unsuitable for the method of clarification in use, is
not removed efficiently and passes on to the filters where
it may break through to appear as turbidity in the final
water or seriously reduce the length of filter run. Abso-
lutely pure water is rarely, if ever, found in nature. The
impurities occur in three progressively finer states - sus-
pended, colloidal and dissolved matter. Different methods
of treatment are required for their removal or reduction
to acceptable limits. Failure or inadequacy in any of the
stages will have adverse effects on the subsequent stages
and may result in the production of water with excessive
turbidity and other undesirable qualities.The environmen-
tal effects register will provide a basis for analysing and
documenting the environmental effects of the water treat-
ment plant and communicating these effects to relevant
parties. These entries could include analysis of chemicals
used in the process, noise from plant equipment, etc. to-
gether with information on sludge treatment, discharges
from the plant.
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Automatic Toll Tax Collection System
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The automated toll tax system is just not a case
of automation but it also deals with saving the
fuel and also time. In today’s world time is as

expensive as fuel itself and thus this presentation will
tell us about this fact. This gives the idea on a type of
automation which many countries are after and have
spend millions of dollars after this but are not still in
the stage to highly atomize the toll tax systems. au-
tomation of the toll tax system by just the old concept
of frequency, the automation talked in this presenta-
tion will take the help of transmitter circuit and the
receiver circuit to automate the toll systems which
runs the software program that deduces the money
from the owner’s (i.e. of the vehicle) account and the
vehicle will be allowed to pass through the gate. This
project is all about the automation has many limita-
tions but it is a step which can be used in the automa-
tion of the present day toll tax systems.

INTRODUCTION

Electronic toll collection (ETC), an adaptation of military
”identification friend or foe” technology, aims to eliminate
the delay on toll roads by collecting tolls electronically.
It is thus a technological implementation of a road pric-
ing concept. It determines whether the cars passing are
enrolled in the program, alerts enforcers for those that are
not, and electronically debits the accounts of registered
car owners from their prepaid account. Norway has been
the world’s pioneer in the widespread implementation
of this technology. ETC was first introduced in Bergen,
in 1986, operating together with traditional tollbooths.
In 1991, Trondheim introduced the world’s first use of
completely unaided full-speed electronic tolling. Norway
now has 25 toll roads operating with electronic fee collec-
tion (EFC), as the Norwegian technology is called Auto
PASS. In 1995, Portugal became the first country to apply
a single, universal system to all tolls in the country, the
Via Verde, which can also be used in parking lots and

gas stations. The United States is another country with
widespread use of ETC in several states, though many
U.S. toll roads maintain the option of manual collection.

1 Motivation

• Traffic problems and congestion occurs due to man-
ual toll tax

• Reduction in pollution

• Decrease in bribery at toll plazas

2 How does the toll tax function?

• As we aware about how the present manual Toll
booth works? It is totally depend on manpower and
direct money transaction. The vehicle classification
is done visually by man sitting inside Toll booth and
according to that collection of toll charges is also
done manually.

• In the Automatic Toll system it does not require any
kind of manpower for its operation. The vehicle
identification is done by system itself and vehicle
gets categorized in different class.

• After vehicle classification the payment of toll
charges is done electronically no direct money trans-
action happens. The toll charges are deducted from
the smart card which is already provided to vehicle
owner.

• We are using mi-fare cards and reader/writer device
for deducting amount from the vehicle.

• We are using mi-fare cards and reader/writer device
for deducting amount from the vehicle.

• The digital weight of the vehicle and type of axels
information gets stored in the database and it is com-
pared with the conditions stored of different vehicles
with different weights and axels.
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• Based on the identification of vehicle the charges
for that particular vehicle get deducted from User’s
account or card.

• The information and transaction of the customer is
saved in database for reference. Department

3 vehicle Identification and
classification

• Automated vehicle identification (AVI) is the pro-
cess of determining the identity of a vehicle subject
to tolls. The majority of toll facilities record the
passage of vehicles through a limited number of toll
gates. At such facilities, the task is then to identify
the vehicle in the gate area.

• Automated vehicle classification is closely related
to automated vehicle identification (AVI). Most toll
facilities charge different rates for different types
of vehicles, making it necessary to distinguish the
vehicles passing through the toll facility.

• Most current AVI systems rely on radio-frequency
identification, where an antenna at the toll gate com-
municates with a transponder on the vehicle via Ded-
icated Short Range Communications (DSRC). RFID
tags have proved to have excellent accuracy, and can
be read at highway speeds. The major disadvantage
is the cost of equipping each vehicle with a transpon-
der, which can be a major start-up expense, if paid
by the toll agency, or a strong customer deterrent, if
paid by the customer

• The simplest method is to store the vehicle class in
the customer record, and use the AVI data to look
up the vehicle class. This is low-cost, but limits user
flexibility, in such cases as the automobile owner
who occasionally tows a trailer.

• More complex systems use a variety of sensors. In-
ductive sensors embedded in the road surface can
determine the gaps between vehicles, to provide ba-
sic information on the presence of a vehicle.

• Treadles permit counting the number of axles as a
vehicle passes over them and, with offset-treadle
installations, also detect dual-tire vehicles. Light-
curtain laser profilers record the shape of the vehicle,
which can help distinguish trucks and trailers. De-
partm

4 Study phase:

4.1 Load cell

A load cell is a transducer that is used to convert a force
into electrical signal. This conversion is indirect and hap-
pens in two stages. Through a mechanical arrangement,
the force being sensed deforms a strain gauge. The strain
gauge measures the deformation (strain) as an electrical
signal, because the strain changes the effective electrical
resistance of the wire.

Figure 1: Load cell

• The electrical signal output is typically in the order
of a few mill volts and requires amplification by an
Instrumentation amplifier before it can be used. The
output of the transducer is plugged into an algorithm
to calculate the force applied to the transducer.

• Although strain gauge load cells are the most com-
mon, there are other types of load cells as well. In
industrial applications, hydraulic (or hydrostatic) is
probably the second most common, and these are uti-
lized to eliminate some problems with strain gauge
load cell devices. As an example, a hydraulic load
cell is immune to transient voltages (lightning) so
might be a more effective device in outdoor environ-
ments.

• In this system it is used to sense the weight of the
vehicle. We are using a 10k load cell.

• The load cell senses the weight and generates a sig-
nal proportional to weight of vehicle this signal is
further amplified and given to Analog to Digital con-
verter as a input

5 TREADLE

• Treadles are speed independent axel sensing system
which consist of a sensor mounted in metal frame.
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• The sensors used in treadles are pressure sensitive
and are unaffected by speed variations making it
ideal for Stop and Go traffic conditions.

6 IR SENSOR

The principle behind infrared automatic door sensors is
the transmission and receiving of infrared light. An el-
ement known as a light emitting diode (LED) transmits
active infrared light, which is reflected on the floor and
received by an optical receiver known as a photo diode
(PD). As long as there is no movement or object in the
path of the light beam, the light pattern is static and the
sensor remains in stand-by. When a person or object
crosses the beam, the reflection of the light is distorted.
This is registered by the PD, which gives off an impulse
for motion of that object.

• Using above principle Vehicle out is detected using
IR sensor

• Transmitter and receiver is placed in front of each
other

• Light falls on IR sensor and it offers low resistance
hence base of transistor is ground

• When IR rays break, transistor will get on and with
the help on base biasing resistors, collector voltage
will be low detecting vehicle pass.

As long as there is a Vehicle in the detection area, the
sensor remains active, preventing the door from closing.
This ensures an additional layer of safety over other types
of sensors as the door does not close while someone is
in the detection area. Infrared door sensors are generally
immune to the effects of external factors such as rain,
snow and falling leaves. Although the sensor registers
this type of movement, intelligent software is employed
to screen such factors out.

7 Working of automated toll system

• When Vehicle enters at toll booth it passes the trea-
dle sensor loop which is axel counting system, this
loop generates a Data signal according to Axels of
vehicle.

• After that Vehicle stops on weighting platform and
its weight gets measured.

• The Collected data signal is compared with standard
Database and according to that Vehicle is Catego-
rized or Classified.

• The Card reader/writer sense the card present and
deduct the amount as per vehicle category from own-
ers account.

• After the Transaction computer saves the record and
generates necessary signals.

• When transaction is done, gate has to open.

• Decoder selects buffer 3.

• The software recommends D7, D6 bits as 0 and 1 to
DC motor for clockwise rotation and vice versa for
anti clockwise.

• DC motor moves upwards till it touches upper sensor
which is active low.

• Vehicle out is detected by cutting of IR rays.

• When vehicle moves out, DC motor moves anti
clockwise to touch lower sensor which is again ac-
tive low.

• Thus, the gate open, vehicle out and gate close work
in coordination.

8 Block diagram of system

Figure 2: Block Diagram of System

9 processing

• Transaction processing deals with maintaining cus-
tomer accounts, posting toll transactions and cus-
tomer payments to the accounts, and handling cus-
tomer inquiries.

• The transaction processing component of some sys-
tems is referred to as a ”customer service center”. In
many respects, the transaction processing function
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resembles banking, and several toll agencies have
contracted out transaction processing to a bank.

• Customer accounts may be postpaid, where toll
transactions are periodically billed to the customer,
or prepaid, where the customer funds a balance in the
account which is then depleted as toll transactions
occur.

• The prepaid system is more common, as the small
amounts of most tolls makes pursuit of uncollected
debts uneconomic. Most postpaid accounts deal with
this issue by requiring a security deposit, effectively
rendering the account a prepaid one.

• In this system a Prepaid Card will be provided to
customer, from this prepaid account the transaction
amount will be deducted.

• Customers can get new card and also can recharge
their prepaid account from Toll booth itself.

Conclusion

As the manual toll collection system has many limitations
so by implementing this project we can overcome the
major problems i.e. Traffic problems and congestion
occurs due to manual system can be reduced to a certain
level, due to No or very less waiting lines in case of
automatic toll system less pollution, and it also help to
reduce one major problem of manual system i.e. Bribery.
The ATC system has several limitations also like high
initial cost therefore not suitable for small toll booths,
transaction system hacking, improper classification of
overloaded and modified vehicles.
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